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ABSTRACT 

Block copolymers (BCP) are a class of materials that have attracted significant attention due 

to their ability to self-assemble into dense arrays of nanoscale features. These materials are being 

investigated for their use in applications such as nanolithography, but for commercial 

implementation require the ability to control or direct the self-assembly process. Chemoepitaxial 

directed self-assembly (DSA) is one avenue to achieving this control, where a BCP thin film self-

assembles in the presence of precisely defined chemical boundary conditions. In such a process, 

the equilibrium structure of the BCP film and the kinetic pathways it evolves along to reach 

equilibrium are both a function of the thermodynamic landscape, which is in turn controlled by the 

chemical pattern. This thesis contributes to the significant body of work attempting to detail the 

relationship between chemical pattern parameters and the thermodynamics of assembly (both 

kinetic and equilibrium). We restrict our investigation to the assembly of lamellae-forming diblock 

copolymers on line/space chemical patterns that employ density multiplication, with a focus on 

developing technology for nanopatterning beyond the resolution limit of traditional lithography. 

In the first chapter we introduce the fundamental ideas of BCP DSA and develop the concepts of 

free energy balance that are crucial to framing the discussion in the following chapters. The second 

chapter explores using poly(methyl methacrylate) as a guide material and shows how the greater 

strength of guiding interaction for this system has the ability to guide complex, frustrated non-bulk 

morphologies. The third chapter develops a novel concept of using process conditions to generate 

so-called ‘three-tone’ chemical patterns with multiple guiding regions per patterned stripe. The 

fourth chapter looks at how guide stripe strength impacts and affects assembly kinetics, 

equilibrium structure, and process metrics such as line edge roughness (LER) and size of process 

window. It also introduces an analysis technique for evaluating assembly kinetics with an emphasis 
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on defect annihilation. The fifth chapter seeks to identify more thoroughly the root causes of LER 

in BCP line/space DSA by investigating a number of factors. The sixth and final full chapter 

describes initial success in the effort to extend the concepts of BCP DSA on patterned planar 

substrates to flexible or three-dimensional substrates (for roll-to-roll applications) by using 

functional layer-by-layer deposited films. Our final conclusion touches on the ideas of nucleation 

of self-assembled BCP structures and how they relate to kinetic pathways and timescales of 

assembly. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Technological Motivation 

In recent years, nanoscale developments have come to dominate the forefront of many 

technologies. This explosion of nanotechnology has led to the development of 

nanoelectricalmechanical systems,1 lab-on-a-chip biological devices,2 energy storage media,3 

separations technology,4-6 and drug delivery,7-8 among other applications. The ability to design and 

manufacture at the nanoscopic level has opened up a hitherto unknown field of possibilities, 

enabling among other ideas the development of the internet of things (IoT).9-10 Carbon nanotubes 

(CNT), nanoporous membranes, biomimetics, and nanoparticles are just a few of the materials 

with nanoscale dimensions that are now finding use in common consumer items ranging from 

cosmetics to sports gear, and the number of products is only growing. 

One other field where nanoscale development has been strongly felt is in the field of electronics 

manufacturing. In 1965, Intel co-founder Gordon Moore made his now famous observation about 

the rapid increase in transistor density and hence computing power.11 According to “Moore’s 

Law,” as it is commonly known, the number of transistors per given area doubles approximately 

every 18-24 months. This observation has become something of a self-fulfilling prophecy; it is 

used to project target roadmaps for technological advances and continued improvement in 

electronics manufacturing.12 To date, the longevity of Moore’s law has been extended repeatedly 

through the development of new technology in both manufacturing processes and device 

architecture. Photolithography, or the use of light to create patterns in a light-sensitive material 

known as a photoresist, has been used for several decades now as the manufacturing process of 

choice. Advances such as the shift from contact to proximity printing, the use of reticles and 
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steppers instead of projection masks, and improvements in resist chemistry have all contributed to 

the extension of Moore’s law. 

Concurrent with all the other improvements in patterning technology, industry has also tried 

to adopt patterning with shorter wavelength light, since the theoretical resolution limit is 

proportional to the wavelength of light used. Excimer lasers that produced 248 nm light were the 

most popular sources and are still in use today, though more advanced tools use 193 nm light. At 

smaller wavelengths, however, light is absorbed by air, necessitating the use of high vacuum in 

any tools that employ shorter wavelength light. Development of such an exposure tool (using 13.5 

nm light, in the extreme ultraviolet or ‘EUV’ range) has been ongoing for many years but has 

suffered from numerous setbacks and delays. To continue to advance lithography, numerous other 

tricks have been employed including the use of immersion fluids, dual-tone resists, and double-

patterning techniques. Currently, the theoretical limit to resolution for a pattern of equal lines and 

spaces using immersion lithography is just below 70 nm, with practical considerations revising 

that number upward. There are a handful of technologies that have been identified as likely 

candidates for further patterning advances, including spacer-defined double-patterning (SADP), 

nanoimprint lithography, extreme ultraviolet patterning (EUV), and litho-etch-litho-etch multiple 

patterning (LEn). 

1.2 Block Copolymers and Directed Self-Assembly 

One additional technology that has attracted a growing degree of attention is the use of self-

assembling materials, in particular block copolymers (BCP).13 Block copolymers are polymer 

chains composed of two or more blocks of distinct chemistry joined by a covalent bond. By careful 

selection of the block chemistries, BCPs can be synthesized that have a moderate degree of 

unfavorable interaction between the blocks, leading to a repulsion between the blocks. When a 
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system of many of these molecules is assembled, the similar blocks of different polymers associate 

together, leading to phase-separation at the molecular length scale. By controlling the size of the 

polymer, the dimensions of each phase can be tuned. Diblock copolymers, or BCPs with exactly 

two distinct chemistries, separate to form phases in a range of morphologies, including dense 

arrays of spheres, cylinders, or lamellae with spaced at regular intervals, with the periodicity of 

the structures represented by L0. The exact morphology formed is a function of the relative size of 

the two blocks as well as the degree of dissimilarity between the chemistries, quantified in the 

Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ (chi). For this study, unless otherwise stated we restrict our 

discussion to assembly of roughly symmetric and therefore lamellae-forming block copolymers, 

where L0 is defined as the period of the bulk lamellae. 

Since BCP systems self-assemble at the molecular level into dense arrays of regular features,14 

they can be used to generate structures at length scales of 5-50 nm, or much smaller than the 

resolution limit for immersion lithography. This self-assembly process is thermodynamically 

driven: the system evolves to minimize its total free energy by striking a balance between the 

various enthalpic and entropic contributions. In order to control placement and orientation of these 

features, however, the bottom-up self-assembly process must be directed through some sort of 

external field or boundary condition. One example of this concept of directed self-assembly (DSA) 

is chemoepitaxy of block copolymer thin films, where the BCP system is assembled on a patterned 

substrate consisting of precisely defined regions of tunable chemistry.15 By introducing these 

chemical boundary conditions, the system’s free energy balance is changed. Some terms are 

modified and new ones are added, yet the overarching concept remains the same: the system – 

BCP film taken together with patterned substrate – seeks to assemble in a way that minimizes its 

overall free energy. It can therefore be seen that the final equilibrium structure of a BCP thin film 
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is a function of the pattern geometry and chemistry. Moreover, since the assembly mechanism of 

the system is also bottom-up in nature, the kinetic pathways along which the system evolves are 

dictated by its free energy landscape. 

A great deal of work has gone into understanding the interplay between pattern parameters and 

the thermodynamics of assembly (both kinetic and equilibrium).16 Extensive studies have given 

insight into many aspects of the system, and this thesis continues those efforts. We have 

specifically studied chemoepitaxial DSA with density multiplication, where the chemical pattern 

consists of alternating guide stripes preferential to one of the BCP chemistries and regions of 

background chemistry.17-18 The distinguishing feature of such a chemical pattern is that the guide 

stripe pitch LS is an integer multiple n of the natural periodicity of the block copolymer L0. 

Consequently, when DSA on these sparse patterns is successful, the lamellae interpolate between 

the guide stripes at a resolution n times greater than that of the chemical pattern. For the majority 

of this work, the BCP lamellae L0 = 28 nm, which can achieve 3x density multiplication on a 

pattern with pitch LS = 84 nm. Through density multiplication, BCP DSA can be used as a 

resolution enhancement technique to access dimensions below the patterning limit of conventional 

lithography. 

There are several challenges that must be overcome before full industrial implementation of 

BCP DSA is achieved. Generating optimized patterns with the proper geometry and chemistry 

requires application-specific development of materials and techniques,19 but optimization of that 

development in turn requires a rigorous understanding on multiple levels of the science and 

technology underlying the overall process. Multiple methods for fabricating chemical patterns 

have been developed, but we will focus primarily on the use of the Liu-Nealey (LiNe) flow,20 

specifically in its implementation on 300 mm all-track tools in the R&D labs of imec (Leuven, 
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Belgium)21-22 where much of this work was performed. Optimization of process technology is 

heavily invested in understanding the root cause of defectivity and line-edge roughness (LER) in 

BCP DSA, as current levels are above industry tolerance.22-23 However, as mentioned briefly 

earlier, the thermodynamics of assembly – controlled by the chemical boundary conditions 

imposed by the chemical pattern – are what dictate not only the equilibrium and any metastable 

morphologies but also the minimum free energy pathways (MFEP) linking these states. Since 

many of the defects observed appear to be kinetically trapped states that heal over time, a thorough 

understanding of the fundamental thermodynamics at play, specifically in the context of the role 

played by the chemical pattern, is crucial to further progress on this front. 

This, then, is the motivation for our current work: in trying to achieve the highest resolution 

possible with BCP structures, we find it necessary to explore and probe all the thermodynamic 

factors at play. We will first describe in detail the LiNe flow used to fabricate chemical patterns 

and note the characteristics of the patterns so generated. Next we will consider the free energy of 

a BCP film assembled on top of such a pattern in the context of chemical boundary conditions. 

Finally we will touch briefly on efforts to identify the root causes of defectivity in BCP DSA and 

show where our efforts fit into the massive undertaking of implementing this technology for next-

generation nanolithography. 

1.3 The Liu-Nealey (LiNe) Flow 

For any chemoepitaxial DSA process, the most important step is generation of well-defined 

chemical patterns. As mentioned above, these patterns dictate the chemical boundary conditions 

of the system and therefore the equilibrium configuration of the overlying self-assembled BCP 

film. For DSA of line-space BCP arrays, the Liu-Nealey (LiNe) flow was developed and allowed 
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independent control of the relevant geometric and chemical parameters of the fabricated chemical 

patterns (Figure 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1: A schematic representation of the Liu-Nealey (LiNe) flow. A cross-linked polymer 

mat (in this case polystyrene) is patterned with photoresist and trim-etched to make a sparse pattern 

of lines, which are then backfilled with an end-grafted polymer brush. The resulting chemical 

pattern is then used to direct the self-assembly of a BCP thin film. 

In this flow, the relevant geometric parameters are the spacing (LS) and width (W) of the guide 

stripes and the chemistry of the guide stripe and brush regions. The chemistries are controlled 

directly by the material selection in the mat and brush grafting steps; the guide stripe pitch is 

dictated by the lithography step, and the guide stripe width is controlled by the initial lithographic 

and subsequent plasma trim etch step. Each of these parameters can be independently controlled, 

with the end result that the chemical pattern can be highly tuned and optimized. This flow was first 

developed at the laboratory benchtop level and later scaled up for use on full 300 mm wafer 

production tools, with appropriate changes to account for solvent compatibility. 

The scale-up of this flow and subsequent studies have yielded additional insight into BCP 

thermodynamics and kinetics of assembly. The ability to integrate commercially rigorous process 

control into DSA production has allowed further optimization of the flow and also enabled high-
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throughput metrology and review. At the same time, the fundamental physics remains the same as 

for the small-scale laboratory setup, and a proper understanding of the results from industry tools 

– which comprise the majority of this thesis – requires a careful analysis of the thermodynamics 

involved. We begin therefore by exploring simple cases and building up to the more complicated 

concepts explored in more depth in later chapters. 

1.4 Thermodynamics of Thin-Film Block Copolymer Assembly on Chemical Patterns 

1.4.1 Overview 

Any discussion of thermodynamics should commence by recognizing the key concepts 

involved: free energy, kinetics, and equilibrium.  A system tends towards states that minimize its 

free energy, which itself contains information about the enthalpy and entropy of the particular 

state.  The system explores configuration space through fluctuations as it adopts various states, 

spending more time in those with lower free energy according to Boltzmann statistics.  This move 

through different states and the rate at which such a move occurs comprise the kinetics of the 

system as it tends toward equilibrium, the state with the lowest free energy.   

The free energy Ftotal of a thin film of BCP takes into account several different contributions 

(Figure 1.2):  the conformational energy free energy of each block of copolymer, the interfacial 

energy between domains of blocks, the surface energy at the top surface of the film, and the 

interfacial energy component between the bottom surface and the blocks of the BCP with which it 

is in contact.  With a chemical pattern, the equation is further complicated by the respective, 

relative interaction of the guiding and background regions of the pattern with the blocks of the 

BCP thin film.  
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Figure 1.2: The components of the free energy equation for a block copolymer thin film on a 

chemically patterned surface. The terms of the form ‘Fi,j’ denote the free energy of interaction 

between two phases.  Conformational free energy is also sometimes referred to as the entropic 

term, as it captures the entropic nature of the individual polymer configuration. 

To simplify this section, unless stated explicitly otherwise, we will initially limit our discussion 

to considering incompressible thin films of monodisperse, symmetric (having approximately equal 

block lengths and therefore lamellae-forming) diblock A-B copolymers with a free (exposed to 

air) surface. We will further simplify the discussion by assuming that the bulk block copolymer 

forms discrete A and B domains at equilibrium, and that the surface energies of the two domains 

are similar (γA ≈ γB) at the annealing temperature. These assumptions are true for our example 

system of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA).  

Consider a BCP thin film extending infinitely across an unpatterned surface that not 

preferential to either block of the BCP.  The non-preferential nature of the substrate, coupled with 

our assumption in the preceding paragraph of equal surface energies of the two blocks, means that 

there is no enthalpic preference for any particular configuration, and instead entropy is the only 

contributing factor.  The result is lamellae oriented perpendicularly to the substrate, similar to the 

lamellae in Figure 1.2.  If the lamellae lack any long-range lateral order, at the free surface they 
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form “fingerprint” structures.24 At equilibrium, our hypothetical film would consist of very large 

grains of lamellae with extremely long-range order. However, these grains would be randomly 

oriented and also randomly positioned on the substrate. Such an assembled film – with no 

positional or orientation control of the BCP domains – is not useful for applications where such 

control is necessary. The addition of a chemically patterned substrate, in which the guiding and 

background regions of the substrate are preferential to different blocks of the BCP, modifies the 

free energy of the system. When the film is in contact with a chemical pattern, there is an enthalpic 

gain to have similar chemistries in contact (and a corresponding penalty when dissimilar 

chemistries are adjacent), thereby directing the assembly to assume a specific geometry or pattern. 

1.4.2 Chemical patterns 

To further explore the effect of chemical patterns on the equilibration of a thin film of BCP, 

consider the BCP described above on an ideal chemical pattern (perfectly patterned with areas of 

surface chemistry exactly matching that of the respective BCP domains, and at the exact size and 

spacing of said domains (LS = L0)). A BCP film on top of such a chemical pattern would, at 

equilibrium, seek to minimize its free energy by minimizing the amount of dissimilar interactions 

(minimizing enthalpy) while maximizing entropy. The resulting equilibrium structure would 

consist of semi-infinite parallel lines of alternating composition, aligned perfectly with the regions 

of the underlying chemical pattern. The alignment of the BCP domains to the regions of the 

chemical pattern causes the block copolymer morphology to be registered to the chemical pattern. 

These lines would only be broken by occasional high (but finite) free energy defect structures in 

the registration and lateral order, such as the dislocations or disclinations shown in Figure 1.3. 

According to Boltzmann statistics, these defects would be present at equilibrium, but at 

vanishingly small numbers; current estimates put their equilibrium concentration at smaller than 
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one per 10100 m2 of registered film.25 (For comparison, the area of a disk the size of our galaxy is 

around 1040 m2, so this concentration is so small as to be zero in any practical consideration; these 

structures are mentioned only to preserve the fidelity of this hypothetical system.) 

 

Figure 1.3: Top-down SEM of a large field of registered lamellae on a chemical pattern. The defect 

within the solid circle is a dislocation pair; that inside the dashed circle is a disclination cluster. 

Both defect types are present at effectively zero concentration at equilibrium. 

Here we have touched briefly on a simple but powerful concept, central to the idea of bottom-

up manufacturing: the free energy landscape that a self-assembling system explores can be 

modified to encourage that system to adopt a particular configuration. By introducing chemical 

boundary conditions, we create regions that have (for example) a lower enthalpy of interaction 

with one of the blocks, causing that block to preferentially wet that particular region. In more 

abstract thermodynamics terms, this has the effect of deepening certain free energy valleys or 

shifting or eliminating others, shaping the landscape to change its local and global minima as well 

as the pathways between them. The deeper the energy wells, the more time the system spends in 
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the corresponding configuration; the steeper the slopes of the energy pathways, the faster the 

system moves to the lower energy state. Conversely, moving away from the ideal chemical pattern 

described earlier modifies the free energy valleys. Shifting these valleys often corresponds to 

moving equilibrium towards frustrated non-bulk morphologies, while making the valleys 

shallower can cause a decrease in the degree of registration until the film becomes a randomly 

oriented fingerprint. There are many ways to modify that ideal pattern, changing either the 

geometric or chemical parameters. The figure of merit typically used to analyze the effect of this 

modification is the equilibrium (or quasi-equilibrium) degree of registration. Though the exact 

distinction between full vs. quasi-equilibrium structures can be challenging to discern for some 

systems, that distinction is not necessary in the scope of this discussion and we will for the sake of 

brevity refer to both collectively as simply “equilibrium.” 

1.4.3 Non-ideal chemical patterns 

As mentioned above, an ideal chemical pattern will have LS = L0. If LS is slightly larger or 

smaller than L0, the system can choose to ignore the chemical pattern and relax to its unperturbed 

L0, but then there is an enthalpic penalty as the BCP domains sit on dissimilar chemical pattern 

regions. Alternately, the individual chains can stretch or compress to fit the chemical pattern 

precisely, but that of course brings an entropic cost. Ultimately, a BCP film on such a substrate 

will choose the configuration that minimizes the overall free energy, accepting a degree of 

stretching/compressing but with increasing loss of registration as the chemical pattern moves 

further from the “ideal” geometry. Outside a certain range, registration is lost entirely and the film 

adopts a fingerprint (or otherwise unregistered) configuration; this range is about ±10% of the ideal 

LS for lamellae on 1:1 chemical patterns. Similarly, changing the size (for example W in Figure 1) 
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of the chemical pattern regions relative to the BCP domains (rather than their spacing) can be 

tolerated but only up to a point. 

The previous paragraph discusses changing the geometry of a chemical pattern, but it is also 

worthwhile to consider the effect of modifying the guiding chemistry. Intuitively, one would 

expect that the stronger the interaction between the guiding region and the domain of the BCP, the 

deeper the free energy well, and the better the registration of the BCP film to the chemical pattern 

at equilibrium. Conversely, we expect the geometric incommensurability tolerance to decrease 

with decreasing strength of that interfacial interaction; this effect has been demonstrated 

experimentally.26 

1.4.4 Density multiplication (DSA on sparse chemical patterns) 

The ability of BCPs to self-assemble on sparse chemical patterns, with LS = nL0 (n an integer 

> 1), with some domains interpolating between guiding regions on the substrate thereby achieve 

feature density multiplication and a corresponding resolution enhancement, increases the utility of 

DSA of BCPs for nanodevice fabrication.  As the degree of density multiplication increases, 

however, fewer domains of the BCP film are directly guided by the chemical pattern, and the 

tolerance for the LS/L0 incommensurability decreases. Additionally, for sparse chemical patterns, 

there is a fundamental difference, compared to 1:1 DSA, in the enthalpic nature of the interaction 

between thin film and substrate.  On 1:1 chemical patterns, each region is wet by only a single 

BCP domain. For density multiplication, however, multiple domains assemble above each 

background region.  The more similar that region is to the one block, the more dissimilar it must 

necessarily be to the other, and therefore, even at optimal dimensions, these regions contribute an 

enthalpic penalty to the free energy equation.  For a surface that exhibits wetting behavior that is 

a linear combination of the two blocks, the quantity f can be defined as the percent similarity of 
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the background region of the substrate to the ‘A’ rather than the ‘B’ block of the BCP (so f = 1 

corresponds to a surface exactly like A, while a value of f approaching 0 means the surface is 

similar to B). An approximation of the normalized BCP-substrate interfacial free energy follows:  

 

𝐹𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
1

2𝑛
(𝐹𝐴,𝑔𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑒 + (𝑛 − 1) ∙ (1 − 𝑓) ∙ 𝛾𝐴,𝐵 + 𝑛 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝛾𝐴,𝐵), 

 

where FA,guide is the free energy of the A domain on the guided stripe, n is the degree of 

multiplication, and γA,B is the interfacial energy between the two blocks.20 It is readily apparent 

that the free energy of the system is a function of how similar the non-guiding region is to the 

unguided domain.  A more subtle observation is that at different density multiplication factors, the 

minimum free energy state can be found at differing degrees of similarity (values of f). In an 

experimental setup using random copolymer brushes in the background regions, this prediction 

translates into a different optimum brush composition for different density multiplication factors. 

The higher the density multiplication, the more non-preferential the brush composition should be 

to achieve the lowest free energy structure. 

In addition to research that has focused on the behavior of DSA of BCPs at or near optimum 

conditions, a large body of work has also been devoted to far more complicated systems. The 

confinement effects in thin films can exacerbate conflicting terms in the overall free energy 

equation, leading to frustrated morphologies reflective of the strong, localized interplay between 

enthalpy and entropy in these systems. Unexpected, bizarre structures have been theoretically 

predicted and experimentally demonstrated in cases of strong chemical patterns at highly 

exaggerated geometries.27 Areas of high interfacial curvature, normally not seen because of their 

strong free energy penalty, are possible under these non-standard conditions. The confinement 
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effects can be further complicated if a second chemically patterned substrate is introduced at the 

top surface of the BCP thin film.28 Although the rigorous solution to the free energy minimization 

equation for each of these systems is too complicated to derive in detail, the fundamental concepts 

remain the same. The (quasi-) equilibrium structure adopted by the BCP thin film is a fragilely 

balanced compromise in the tug-of-war between the different free energy terms. In order to fully 

understand the thermodynamics at play in the very complicated systems described above, it is 

sometimes easier to treat exhaustively the thermodynamics of more elementary cases. Instead of 

analyzing the highly tortuous bicontinuous structures described in some reports, we can study the 

less curved yet still frustrated morphologies of programmed bends on more standard chemical 

patterns.18, 29 Note that in these cases the “defect” structures are actually part of the chemical 

pattern, so a well-registered film would look as if it had jogs or other non-equilibrium 

morphologies. The formation and persistence of these features provides insight into BCP 

thermodynamics in general but also, more specifically, a parallel way of studying the same 

structures on ideal chemical patterns. Furthermore, these nonstandard structures are an avenue to 

realization of the complex shapes required to engineer functional nanoelectronic or other devices 

through block copolymer patterning.  

1.5 Kinetics of Thin-film BCP Assembly on Chemical Patterns 

1.5.1 Overview 

In addition to understanding the equilibrium and quasi-equilibrium structures, it is critical to 

consider the time required or kinetic pathways taken to reach those structures. Investigating the 

kinetics of the DSA system not only improves our understanding of the physics involved but also 

helps to identify industry-compatible production steps, where process time is a key metric. We 
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will start this section on kinetics by describing the kinetic process undergone by a BCP thin film 

as it goes from disorder towards equilibrium. 

One distinction that is important to make is the difference between the terms “ordered” and 

“disordered.” From a BCP physics point of view, the a disordered block copolymer system is one 

that has not undergone the order-disorder transition (ODT) that results in microphase separation 

and the formation of distinct microdomains; a disordered BCP is a single phase and exhibits no 

scattering peaks. Once the film is brought through ODT – either through cooling or, in the case of 

spin-casting from solution, removal of solvent – the film immediately becomes ordered; that is, it 

undergoes spinodal decomposition and the domains microphase separate, though vitrification 

prevents their mobility and rearrangement. A newly ordered film initially has very poor long-range 

order, though it still exhibits a distinctive 1st-order peak in scattering experiments. 

As the film equilibrates, the individual chains move and explore configuration space, diffusing 

through and along the ever-growing phase-separated domain interfaces.  In so doing, they adopt 

more energetically favorable states, and the film develops towards its equilibrium configuration. 

In free energy space, the system moves downhill along the steepest gradient possible, at a rate 

proportional to the slope along that gradient.  This means that in the absence of stabilizing 

impurities, areas of higher interfacial curvature such as disclinations tend to disappear first due to 

the steep free energy penalty of these structures. Lower free-energy structures such as dislocations 

can persist longer but eventually move to the lowest energy state, found at equilibrium. When 

assembling on a chemical pattern, the polymer movement is of course also strongly influenced by 

the presence of the various substrate regions, which modifies the free energy landscape and can 

provide a location for seeding growth of the specific BCP domains. 
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1.5.2 Time to equilibration 

The time scales for the formation of equilibrium structures of polymer systems often can be 

nontrivial, as can be expected for a process involving macromolecular diffusion, and in fact 

sometimes can last indefinitely as a particular state becomes trapped with no way for entangled 

polymers to disentangle and alter their configuration or position.  These states correspond to free 

energy wells with either very steep sidewalls or very long pathways to lower free energy states.  

However, the timescales can be shortened and the trapped states avoided by judicial selection of 

processing materials and conditions.  Since diffusivity exhibits an Arrhenius dependence on 

temperature, one simple way to shorten maturation times is simply by elevating the temperature.30 

This approach, known as thermal annealing, has been thoroughly explored and is the method of 

choice for many processes. The temperature for thermal annealing must be carefully chosen so as 

not to exceed ODT or cause chemical modification of the polymer system. 

As mentioned above, the presence of a chemical pattern can strongly influence the kinetics of 

assembly by modifying the free energy landscape.  Often this behavior is exhibited in the form of 

much slower assembly on a non-ideal chemical pattern.  For values of LS incommensurate with L0, 

even when the equilibrium morphology consists of arrays free of registration defects, the assembly 

still takes much longer than when LS = L0.
31 Similarly, when comparing stronger to weaker 

interactions in different chemical patterns, the shallower free energy wells corresponding to the 

weaker chemical interactions led to slower assembly.16 Sparse chemical patterns (used for density 

multiplication) are another example of weaker chemical patterns and exhibit similarly slower 

assembly kinetics when compared to the behavior of films on 1:1 patterns.32 
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1.5.3 Kinetic pathways and trapped states (defects) 

One topic of particular interest is mapping out the exact mechanism for how the equilibrium 

structure is achieved, especially the elimination of the final trapped defect states often seen in line-

space patterns. These dislocation pairs have been calculated through simulations to be very high 

energy states, as they are areas of high interfacial curvature and extra interfacial area, and yet they 

are observed frequently even after long, high-temperature maturation processes. Ultimately, their 

persistence is not due to their being equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium states, but rather the very 

long free energy path between these states and the equilibrium state.  Since these dislocations 

always occur in pairs, they have to independently diffuse towards each other through the registered 

film until they finally annihilate upon encountering one another.33 The diffusivity of these 

structures has been determined experimentally and found to have widely differing values 

depending on whether the diffusion is happening along or across the direction of the line-space 

pattern. One can understand the factors involved in the persistence of non-equilibrium states in 

terms of the rearrangement of the polymer chains. In order to move across the line-space array, 

many polymers have to simultaneously rearrange, temporarily creating a much larger interfacial 

area between the blocks. In contrast, moving along a domain interface only requires diffusion of 

the polymer chains along that interface without any additional enthalpic penalty. 

Ultimately, the kinetics of block copolymer assembly are dictated by the accessible free energy 

pathways that are available as a system tries to move from one configuration to another. Even 

when the final state has a much lower free energy than the initial state, assembly can still be slowed 

indefinitely by the presence of pathway barriers. These barriers can be in the form of higher-energy 

states along the configuration space path between the initial and final states34 or they can be simply 
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due to a deepening of the initial-state well through the presence of some sort of stabilizing 

nucleation material. 

The topics of defect analysis and annihilation in BCP DSA are among the most pressing today, 

and a great deal of both experimental and simulation work is ongoing in elucidating the 

mechanisms at play under a wide variety of conditions.23, 35-36 As with many other engineering 

problems, the solution to this challenge lies in deepening our understanding of the fundamental 

physics and thermodynamics of these systems. Especially in the case of these thermodynamically-

driven processes, it is crucial to identify as fully as possible their nuanced complexity in order to 

fully analyze and ultimately control defectivity in the directed self-assembly process. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE USE OF CROSSLINKED POLY(METHYL METHACRYLATE) AS 

A GUIDING MATERIAL IN BLOCK COPOLYMER DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY 

 

2.1 Abstract 

Chemical patterns consisting of alternating stripes of crosslinked polymer mats and random 

copolymer brushes have been used for directing the assembly of lamellae-forming block 

copolymers (BCP). To date, most of the track-level process development for commercial insertion 

of this technology for advanced patterning has focused on the use of crosslinked polystyrene (X-

PS) mats, but this chemistry is susceptible to process modifications and weakened guiding ability. 

Here we conducted parallel studies to investigate the use of crosslinked poly(methyl methacrylate) 

X-PMMA instead and succeeded in making patterns with stronger guiding capability. The 

increased strength of interaction between guide stripe and guided domain results in the formation 

of complex non-bulk morphologies, where the exact morphology observed is a function of the 

corresponding chemical patterns guide stripe pitch LS and width W. Experimental results are 

supported by theoretically-informed molecular simulations that give additional insight into the 

three-dimensional nature of the structures formed. The higher etch rate of X-PMMA presents some 

challenges for high-fidelity pattern transfer, which can be addressed through optimization of the 

transfer etch process parameters or incorporation of etch-resistivity into the chemistry of the X-

PMMA film. 

2.2 Introduction 

Block copolymer (BCP) directed self-assembly (DSA) is a promising technique for the 

extension of lithographic patterning capabilities beyond traditional resolution limits.1-3 This 

technology employs the natural tendency of BCP thin films to phase-separate into dense arrays of 
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regularly spaced features to generate industry-relevant structures.4-5 Precise placement and 

orientation control of the BCP domains can be achieved through various methods; one approach, 

known as chemoepitaxy, uses chemical patterns with distinct regions of controllable wetting 

behavior.6 When a BCP film is assembled on such a pattern, the domains preferentially form over 

regions of matching geometry and chemistry. Fabricating precisely defined chemical patterns is 

therefore of paramount importance in proper implementation of BCP DSA.7 

This engineering challenge has led to the development of several methods for generating 

patterns. Many utilize traditional lithography to make sparsely patterned templates and rely on the 

tendency of BCP domains to interpolate at regular intervals to enhance resolution, an approach 

known as density multiplication. One example of chemoepitaxy with density multiplication is the 

flow developed by Liu for DSA of lamellae-forming BCP thin films, where immersion lithography 

and plasma etch are used to create narrow lines of a crosslinked polymer mat and the interstitial 

regions are backfilled with a brush of different chemistry.8 The resulting patterns of crosslinked 

polymer guiding stripes that preferentially wet one domain of the block copolymer and background 

regions that are weakly preferential for the other domain have been used to assemble BCP thin 

films at two, three, and four times the resolution of the initial lithographic patterning step.9 The 

flow has been used extensively to study the BCP DSA both at the fundamental laboratory level 

and for industrial integration in an all-track 300 mm implementation at the imec nanotechnology 

research labs in Leuven, Belgium.10-13 

This flow differed from other approaches to making similar chemical patterns in that it allowed 

for independent control of the four relevant parameters: the pitch or spacing of the guide stripes 

(LS), the width of the guide stripes (W), the chemistry of the guide stripe (γs), and the chemistry of 

the background (γb). W and LS are controlled through the patterning and trim etch steps, while the 
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respective chemistries are dictated by the materials chosen as the guide stripe and backfill. In the 

ideal implementation of this chemical pattern, LS is an integer multiple of the natural BCP 

periodicity L0, W is the width of one lamellar domain, γs exactly matches the surface chemistry of 

the guided domain, and γb is a weighted average of the surface chemistries of both domains and is 

designed to minimize the total interfacial energy with an assembled BCP film. This flow was first 

demonstrated with the use of polystyrene (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 

chemistries and much of the subsequent work targeting industrial integration has focused on 

crosslinked polystyrene (X-PS) as the guiding material, with appropriate changes in materials and 

processing to meet commercial compatibility requirements.13 

Although we have implied that the guide stripe chemistry γs is uniquely a function of the 

material chosen as the polymer mat, this is not, strictly speaking, entirely true. Modification of 

some guide stripe materials, including the specific example of X-PS, has been shown to occur 

during processing through exposure to solvents, heat, plasma treatment, and chemically reactive 

species.14 All these modifications result in a change in γs so that it no longer exactly matches the 

guided chemistry, and the guiding interaction that serves as the directing force for DSA is 

weakened. Furthermore, for some materials such as X-PS, tight control over the three-dimensional 

profile of the guide stripe is a technical challenge.15 

For these reasons, as well as to demonstrate expanded materials capability of all-track 

processing, we investigated the use of crosslinked poly(methyl methacrylate) (X-PMMA) as a 

guiding material. The guiding strength of X-PMMA is found to be significantly stronger than that 

of X-PS, leading to the formation of non-bulk structures in the assembled BCP film that are not 

seen on similarly processed chemical patterns with X-PS as the guiding material; these structures 

have been reported in previous studies to form on strongly preferential chemical patterns.16-17 
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However, the higher etch rate of PMMA, thought to be a possible advantage in achieving better 

control over the guide stripe profile, creates other problems with etch undercutting and domain 

collapse. In additional to presenting these results, herein we employ theoretically-informed 

molecular simulations to shed light on BCP thermodynamics, tying together and benefiting 

simultaneously the experimental and simulation communities. 

2.3 Experimental 

2.3.1 Materials 

AZ Electronic Materials provided crosslinkable poly(methyl methacrylate) (X-PMMA) 

AZEMBLYTM NLD-234, end grafting P(S-r-MMA) brush AZEMBLYTM NLD-241 (styrene 

fraction 0.72), and lamellae-forming P(S-b-MMA) BCP AZEMBLYTM PME-312 (L0 = 28nm). 

ArF immersion photoresist AIM5484 was purchased from JSR Micro, organic solvent RER600 

was purchased from Fujifilm, and Orgasolv STR 301 was purchased from BASF. All materials 

were used as received. 

2.3.2 Process 

300mm Si wafers, coated with an appropriate antireflective stack, were spin-coated with NLD-

234 to a thickness of 8 nm and annealed at 250 °C for 2 min under a nitrogen environment on a 

TEL CLEAN TRACK ACTTM12. AIM5484 processing was performed using vendor 

recommended settings on a SOKUDO DUO track and exposures performed on the accompanying 

ASML NXT:1950i scanner using quadrupole illumination (dipole40X, xy-polarization, NA = 

1.35, σo = 0.98, σi = 0.86). The samples were plasma etched on a TEL Tactras™ to trim the resist 

structures and the underlying mat in order to define guiding stripes, and then the remaining resist 

was stripped with Orgasolv STR 301. Next, the wafers were spin-coated with NLD-241, annealed 

at 180°C for 2 minutes, and rinsed with RER600 to remove ungrafted material, leaving a pattern 
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of alternating X-PMMA guide stripes and backfill brush regions. PME-312 was spin-coated at a 

thickness of 35 nm and annealed at 250 °C for 5 minutes under nitrogen. The PMMA domains 

were partially removed with plasma etching on a TEL TactrasTM for better SEM contrast. The 

resulting BCP assembly was scored using a rubric described below. 

2.3.3 Large-area sample preparation 

To probe the wetting behavior of the materials used, wafers were coated with X-PMMA as 

described above. Large (> 1 in2) exposed and unexposed areas were patterned and developed, and 

the wafers were then processed with the same flow described above. After full processing, the 

unexposed regions are large areas of X-PMMA whereas the exposed regions are large areas of 

end-grafted backfill brush. 

2.3.4 Characterization 

A Hitachi CG4000 or CG5000 scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to image and 

measure the samples at three stages in the process: after photoresist development, after trim-etch, 

and after PMMA domain removal. Measurement of line width of the photoresist structures after 

trim-etch, W, was performed by automated built in Hitachi software and user-verified with image-

by-image inspection. Film thicknesses were determined with a KLA-Tencor AlerisTM 8330 

spectroscopic ellipsometer. Static water contact angle (WCA) measurements were obtained using 

a Dataphysics OCAH230L contact angle measurement system. A syringe dispensed 5μL drops of 

deionized water, which were measured after 0.3 s of stabilization; all WCA measurements were 

repeated five times to verify accuracy. For wetting behavior determination, BCP was coated and 

annealed as described above and imaged with a Hitachi CG5000 SEM. 
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2.3.5 Image classification 

SEM images of final BCP assembly on line-space chemical patterns were inspected and 

assigned a classification based on the type of assembly in the field of view (FOV) of 2.25μm x 

2.25μm. Those FOV showing defect-free DSA were classified as “perfect,” those showing minor 

defects (such as single jogs or small areas of bridging) were classified as “minor,” fields with large 

defect area or undirected assembly but still majority (over 50% of FOV) assembly were classified 

as “major,” and fields showing randomly oriented perpendicular lamellae were classified as 

“fingerprint.” Fields of view containing non-bulk behavior were not counted in any of the previous 

categories; they were instead classified by the presence of absence of ‘zig-zag’-type structures, 

vertical lines, or inverted lamellae. When multiple non-bulk morphologies were present within a 

single FOV, that data point was included in all relevant data sets. 

2.4 Results and Discussion 

A series of chemical patterns was fabricated using the process illustrated schematically in 

Figure 2.1. A cross-linkable poly(methyl methacrylate) (X-PMMA) mat was deposited and 

crosslinked on a material stack selected for its anti-reflectivity properties. The X-PMMA mat was 

coated with resist, which was patterned using 193 nm immersion lithography to create line/space 

arrays of various width and pitch. The samples were then exposed to a plasma trim-etch, which 

isotropically shrinks the photoresist (PR) lines and removes the X-PMMA mat in the interstitial 

spaces. After trim etch, the remaining photoresist was stripped and the samples were coated with 

a film of an end-functional random poly(styrene-random-methyl methacrylate) (P(S-r-MMA)) 

copolymer brush (72% styrene) and thermally annealed. The thermal treatment causes the brushes 

to graft to the substrate between the X-PMMA lines; after annealing, any remaining ungrafted 

brush was rinsed away, leaving a sparse pattern of X-PMMA guide stripes alternating with regions 
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of backfill brush. A thin film of poly(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate) (P(S-b-MMA)) was 

assembled on the chemical pattern using thermal annealing. When the spacing of the chemically 

patterned lines (LS) is at or near an integer multiple of the natural periodicity of the block 

copolymer (L0), the domains can align with the guide stripes and interpolate between them in a 

manner known as density multiplication. The schematic in Figure 2.1 shows an example of the 

‘3x’ density multiplication used in this work; the final block copolymer (BCP) structure has a 

resolution three times that of the original lithographically defined template. The geometric and 

chemical parameters of the final pattern are directly and independently controlled through 

selection of materials and tuning of process variables. Specifically, the guide stripe pitch LS is set 

by the pitch of the lithographic exposure, and the guide stripe width W is a function of both the 

initial PR line width (controlled through exposure dose) and the amount of line-shrink that occurs 

during the trim-etch step (a multi-variable function of etch process conditions). The chemistry of 

the guide stripe and backfill regions are controlled through the composition of the initial cross-

linked mat and random copolymer brush. 
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of the flow for generating chemical patterns for BCP DSA using an X-

PMMA guide stripe. Inset: the component regions and geometric parameters of the chemical 

pattern. 

2.4.1 Surface chemistry and energetics 

Recent work has shown that under some process conditions, the chemistry of the guide stripe 

can be modified by certain process steps, such as trim-etch or backfill brush grafting, and that the 

final guide stripe chemistry may not match that of the as-deposited material.14-15 It is therefore 

necessary to determine the wetting behavior of the guide stripe material after processing to 

properly evaluate and understand the self-assembly behavior on the chemical patterns, but direct 

measurement of nanoscale features is often impractical. Instead, we indirectly probed the guide 

stripe chemistry and measured the degree of modification during processing with the following 

method. We prepared large-area samples coated with X-PMMA and treated them with the full 

process flow: resist coating, plasma etch, strip, and brush grafting. The process-modified films 

were compared to unmodified films of as-cast X-PMMA using ellipsometry and static water 

contact angle (WCA) measurements (Figure 2.2). Ellipsometry results before and after each step 

show that the film thickness does not change significantly during processing, including during 
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brush grafting. The static water contact angle (WCA) of the modified X-PMMA (67.4°) is very 

close to that of the as-deposited material (63.2°), suggesting that the wetting behavior of the final 

guide stripes is not appreciably modified by processing. 

 

Figure 2.2: Characterization of the surfaces used in the chemical patterns. (a) Water contact angle 

measurements of the surfaces, showing that X-PMMA does not undergo significant modification 

during process and remains strongly PMMA-preferential. The backfill brush is similar to but 

slightly more PS-preferential than a non-preferential reference brush. (b) During processing, the 

film thickness does not change appreciably. Brush grafting adds ~0.6 nm of film thickness, likely 

the result of some reaction between X-PMMA and the brush, but this small amount does not 

substantially modify the mat’s wetting behavior.  

Water contact angle analysis is, however, an imperfect measurement technique for our systems. 

It is a macroscopic and therefore necessarily area-averaging technique, and the quantitative results 

are disproportionately influenced by roughness and indicative of the chemistry of only the very 

top of the surface under consideration. The much more complex macromolecular interactions 

driving BCP DSA are dependent on interfacial widths, interpenetration, configurational entropy, 

and other factors. Therefore, although WCA provides a quick, qualitative comparison along a 

single parameter axis, further information about the wetting behavior of a surface is obtained by 

assembling a lamellae-forming BCP on a sample. On a surface that is strongly preferential to one 

block of the copolymer, the domains align parallel to the surface to maximize the degree of 

preferential interaction between BCP and substrate.18-19 For sufficiently non-preferential surfaces, 
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the polymer prefers to orient perpendicular to the substrate in a vertical fingerprint morphology 

that maximizes configurational entropy. The transition between parallel- and perpendicular-

inducing surfaces is broad and is a function of several factors, including film thickness, relative 

surface energies of the BCP blocks, composition of the BCP film, and substrate topography; 

depending on the magnitude of and interplay between these factors, a range of surface chemistries 

can allow perpendicular assembly.20 It is important to note that surfaces that support perpendicular 

assembly may have a preference – however slight – for one of the blocks of the BCP, but we can 

still describe these surfaces as sufficiently non-preferential in that they do not drive the polymer 

film to adopt the entropically-penalized parallel configuration. Similarly, depending on the surface 

energies of the respective phases of the BCP, a polymer film may adopt a parallel orientation even 

on non-preferential surfaces. For the PS-b-PMMA system considered here, however, that behavior 

is not observed; any surface that drives parallel orientation of the BCP is understood to be strongly 

preferential to one of the two domains. Therefore, to probe the wetting nature of the X-PMMA 

guide stripe, the representative large-area samples were coated with a film of lamellae-forming 

PS-b-PMMA and annealed. SEM images of the BCP film showed terraced ‘hole/island’ structures, 

indicative of the parallel lamellar orientation that forms on strongly preferentially-wetting 

surfaces. 

These results, which all indicate that X-PMMA does not undergo significant modification 

during processing, are in contrast with previous work showing that cross-linkable polystyrene (X-

PS) can undergo a change in wetting behavior during similar process conditions. However, the 

contrast is easily understood when considering the potential impact of each of the process steps. 

After PR coat, exposure, development, and strip, a small amount of the PR film may remain 

interdigitated within or adsorbed to the top of the cross-linked polymer mat. Photoresists in use 
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today are similar to PMMA in chemical structure, so a small PR residue on an X-PMMA mat 

would not affect the chemistry of the surface. Conversely, a PR residue on an X-PS mat could 

cause an appreciable change in its wetting nature. During the trim-etch step of the processing, the 

samples are treated with an oxygen-containing plasma. Even though the mats are covered in some 

areas by patterned PR lines, the high-energy plasma could still penetrate partially through the PR 

structures and modify the “protected” regions of the mat, which later become the guide stripes of 

the chemical pattern. As X-PMMA is already an oxygen-containing material, further oxidation 

does not cause it to become less PMMA-wetting. However, X-PS has been shown to undergo a 

marked change in wetting behavior during exposure to oxygen plasmas; indeed, oxidized X-PS 

has been used in past work as a PMMA-wetting material in chemical patterns.6 Finally, during the 

backfill step, brush can graft not only to the interstitial spaces between the guide stripes but also, 

depending on their chemistry, to the guide stripes themselves, effectively resulting in a “masking” 

of their preferential, guiding nature. For reasons that are not fully understood, the brush used in 

this study grafted to the large area samples of X-PMMA to a very small degree (~0.6 nm), unlike 

in similar experiments with X-PS that showed a significant (~2.0 nm) layer of brush grafted to the 

guide stripes. Cumulatively, the modifications of the X-PS layer during processing are enough to 

substantially weaken its preferential interaction, such that a BCP assembled on this substrate 

adopts the vertical fingerprint configuration indicative of non-preferential (or at best weakly-

preferential) surfaces. By contrast, a lamellae-forming BCP assembled on the X-PMMA film 

forms terraced ‘hole/island’ structures, revealing the strongly-preferential nature of that substrate. 

This greater strength of interaction between guide stripe chemistry and guided domain 

distinguishes this study from previous work with process-modified X-PS and frames the remaining 

discussion of our results. 
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Lamellae-forming block copolymer films were assembled by thermal annealing on a series of 

chemical patterns with a range of guide stripe widths (W) and pitches (LS). The pitch of the 

chemical patterns is dictated by the initial pitch of the lithographic pre-pattern, but the guide stripe 

width is a function of both the PR structures after patterning as well as the duration of the isotropic 

trim etch used to shrink the lines. In our study, we used a fixed etch time for all samples, and the 

final guide stripe width W was therefore varied solely through the exposure step; for the positive-

tone resist in this study, a higher dose corresponds to narrower resist lines after patterning and 

therefore narrow guide stripes after trim etch. Note that since the X-PMMA guide stripes cannot 

be sharply imaged or precisely measured using top-down SEM, their width is defined to be that of 

the more easily measured overlying PR structures remaining after trim-etch, even though a PR line 

may reside on top of a slightly narrow or slightly wider X-PMMA structure, depending on the 

quality of the trim etch process. Although the measured values of W therefore cannot be guaranteed 

to be quantitatively identical to the width of the actual X-PMMA stripe, this approach still allows 

for both qualitative and quantitative relative comparison of guide stripes and is thus the convention 

that has been adopted in both past work and our current study. 

2.4.2 Morphologies observed 

After assembly, the block copolymer films on the different chemical patterns were briefly 

treated with a mild plasma etch to partially remove one domain for enhanced imaging contrast and 

characterized using top-down SEM analysis. A wide variety of morphologies were observed in 

these block copolymer films, including both bulk lamellae (‘hole/island’, unregistered fingerprint, 

and registered lamellae) and non-bulk (zig-zags, short horizontal lines, ‘pea-pod’ vertical lines, 

and ‘inverted wetting’) structures. The particular morphology observed on a given chemical 
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pattern is a function of its guide stripe width and pitch, as shown in Figure 2.3. Although we will 

discuss each of the morphologies in turn, a few key points should be mentioned first. 

 

Figure 2.3: Morphologies observed as a function of guide stripe width (W) and pitch (LS). Sample 

SEM images of each morphology are included for reference. 

First of all, some of the morphologies observed correspond to the bulk behavior of this 

lamellae-forming BCP, namely, they are themselves lamellae. These lamellae can orient parallel 

or perpendicular to the substrate and orient randomly or align with the chemical patterns, giving 

rise to different top-down imaging results, but still belong to fundamentally the same category of 

structure. Other structures, however, adopt configurations not seen in the bulk, due to strong 
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interactions between the BCP domains and the underlying substrate. Past work has shown that 

when averaged through the volume of the film on a per-chain basis, these interactions can be equal 

to or stronger than the intra- and intermolecular forces that drive the bulk self-assembly process.17 

The equilibrium structure of a film assembled on a chemical pattern is a function of all the forces 

at play, and therefore reflects the balance between the polymer’s natural self-assembly 

characteristics and the energetic boundary conditions imposed by the chemical pattern regions. If 

the chemical pattern geometry does not match the bulk BCP dimensions, the equilibrium structure 

can often be a frustrated, highly tortuous morphology. Note that to form these non-bulk structures, 

the interactions between film and chemically-patterned substrate must be sufficiently strong to 

overcome the natural tendency of the BCP to assemble into regularly spaced lamellae. 

A second point that should be made is that on many of the chemical patterns, multiple 

morphologies were observed within a single SEM field of view (2.25 μm x 2.25 μm). In these 

samples, represented by the overlapping areas in Figure 2.3, quantitative analysis to determine the 

fraction of the sample covered by each morphology was not performed; they were instead 

evaluated using the simple binary metric of whether or not a particular structure was observed in 

the single SEM image. Therefore, the boundaries of each region should be interpreted as indicative 

of experimental observation and qualitative trends rather than any quantitatively-defined or 

sharply-delineated transition. Furthermore, the simultaneous presence of multiple morphologies 

on a single sample itself deserves comment. Since the chemical patterns exhibit variation in line 

width and edge definition, it could be argued that the observation of mixed morphologies is simply 

the effect of random experimental variation and non-uniformity in the fabrication of the substrate. 

However, as we show in a later section, a more thorough analysis of the results combined with 
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theoretically-informed simulations suggests that different morphologies can have similar free 

energies and therefore be competing quasi-equilibrium states. 

As a final point before discussing the different morphologies in turn, it bears repeating that 

although the chemical pattern directs the assembly of the final BCP structure, sometimes in ways 

that do not match the spacing, curvature, or morphological behavior of the bulk material, these 

structures should not be thought of as bulk morphologies perturbed by the substrate. Instead, we 

must consider that the substrate and BCP film together constitute a new type of system that should 

be evaluated in a fundamentally different way. The equilibrium morphology is one that minimizes 

the free energy of the entire system, which includes both the bulk BCP intra- and intermolecular 

forces as well as the interactions with the patterned surface. With the introduction of chemical 

boundary conditions from the chemical pattern, the BCP/substrate system takes on a fundamentally 

different character.16 

Registered lamellae 

The simplest morphology to discuss is the registered lamellae structure observed in Figure 2.4, 

where each X-PMMA guide stripe is preferentially wet by the single PMMA domain that overlies 

it; the remaining BCP domains interpolate between guide stripes across the backfill, oriented 

perpendicular to the substrate. The geometric parameters of the patterns that support this 

morphology are the best match to the bulk dimensions of the BCP film: the width of the guide 

stripe W is roughly that of a single domain, and the spacing of the guide stripes LS is an integer 

multiple of the BCP periodicity L0. Alignment of the BCP to the pattern is driven by the strong 

attraction between the guide stripe and guided PMMA domain, resulting in an enthalpic gain and 

thus lower free energy state when perfect registration is achieved. The remaining, interpolated 

BCP domains are in contact with the backfill, the composition of which is selected to minimize 
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the overall interfacial energy in a manner developed by Liu. The optimum composition is a 

function of both the guide stripe chemistry and the degree of density multiplication, but is typically 

weakly preferential for the non-guided chemistry. In this study, since styrene is the non-guided 

block, the backfill has a 0.72 styrene fraction and is weakly preferential for PS. 

 

Figure 2.4: Defect-free registered assembly, fully aligned with chemical pattern. 

Even on patterns with slightly mismatched dimensions, either in guide stripe width or pitch, 

the BCP domains still assemble with this morphology; W can vary by up to almost 25% and LS up 

to about 3% and pattern registration is still achieved within the short five minute anneal used here. 

Registration occurs on slightly mismatched patterns because it is still the lowest free-energy state: 

the entropic penalty of the domains stretching, compressing, or otherwise being distorted is 

outweighed by the strong enthalpic benefit of the guide stripe / guided domain interaction. The 

distortion can be tolerated up to a certain point, based on this balance between the entropic and 

enthalpic contributions to the system free energy. This analysis was developed by Edwards and 

has been used in more recent work to investigate BCP assembly on chemical patterns with different 

guide stripe and backfill brush composition. 
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Registered lamellae with misalignment defects 

When the mismatch between the pattern dimensions and the bulk geometry is more 

pronounced, we observe various levels of misalignment, as shown in Figure 2.5. These samples 

are represented by the yellow and orange regions in Figure 2.3, with yellow representing samples 

where a single dislocation or minor (<1% of the image) defectivity and orange representing those 

samples with significant defectivity but still majority registration. In these samples, the enthalpic 

benefit of alignment is the same as described for perfectly commensurate patterns, but the entropic 

penalty is higher, resulting in a lower thermodynamic drive towards registration. However, based 

on experimental studies of assembly kinetics and parallel theoretically-informed simulations, we 

believe that even on these patterns the equilibrium structure is defect-free registration. Therefore, 

at infinite anneal times, the defects would annihilate and the system would achieve perfect 

registration. 
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Figure 2.5: Different degrees of misalignment or registration defects in a majority-aligned BCP 

film. The top image is an example of the “minor defect” classification, whereas the bottom image 

is close to the maximum defectivity that is still at least 50% aligned and is therefore considered a 

“major defect” image. This assembly behavior is observed on substrates with moderately 

mismatched geometry, where the final equilibrium structure (i.e. at infinite time) is perfectly 

registered lamellae. 

The explanation for why the BCP structures observed here do not match the predicted 

equilibrium morphology comes from consideration of kinetic minimum free energy pathways 

(MFEP) coupled with the still poorly understood nucleation mechanism that governs assembly 

dynamics as the film initially orders. Recent theoretical work has yielded considerable insight into 
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the annihilation mechanism for registration defects at long anneal times. This work predicts that 

surmountable but nontrivial barriers exist in the MFEP of the annihilation process, where the 

height of the barrier depends on the specific geometric and chemical system parameters. This 

prediction suggests that on certain chemical patterns, registration defects can persist over long time 

scales even at elevated temperatures; this effect would naturally be more pronounced on 

mismatched patterns, where the thermodynamic driving force for assembly is lessened. Nucleation 

is also believed to play a major role in how many of these energetic barriers through which the 

system must evolve to reach the equilibrium state. When the BCP film is initially spin-cast on the 

chemical pattern, it is in solution and disordered. As the solvent evaporates off, the film crosses 

the order-disorder transition (ODT) and phase separates into nanoscale domains. However, if the 

spin-casting temperature is below the BCP Tg (which is the case in our system), the polymer is 

vitrified and the individual chains have effectively no mobility. When the film is thermally 

annealed, the domains quickly become more sharply defined and then more slowly evolve to 

explore configuration space, seeking the equilibrium structure. Depending on where this initial 

nucleation – the initial phase separation and domain orientation – falls in multidimensional 

configuration space, the system may experience a different kinetic pathway to the defect-free 

equilibrium structure. It is therefore believed that the initial state of the system as well as the nature 

of the MFEP contribute to the timescale of defect persistence; the chemistry and geometry of the 

chemical pattern are intimately tied into that understanding. 

Unaligned fingerprint 

For certain chemical patterns, the mismatch between the pattern geometry and the bulk BCP 

dimensions is too severe to support registered assembly. In these cases, the BCP film orients with 

the domains perpendicular to the substrate but with no further alignment control. Top-down SEM 
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images of these samples reveal the characteristic ‘fingerprint’ structure shown in Figure 2.6; these 

samples are represented by the red region of Figure 2.3. Note that the fingerprint morphology is 

observed chiefly on chemical patterns with narrower guide stripes (W < 12 nm) or substantially 

mismatched guide stripe pitch (LS more than 4% different from 3L0). In the first case, the guide 

stripes are small enough that the substrate acts as an effectively homogeneous, relatively non-

preferential surface. As described earlier, such a surface supports the preferred lamellar 

configuration of randomly-oriented fingerprint. In the second case, the degree of 

incommensurability between LS and 3L0 cannot be accommodated by stretching or compressing 

of the BCP domains without a large entropic penalty. Therefore, the domains relax to their natural 

spacing and assemble randomly without any regard for the alignment of the underlying chemical 

pattern. In contrast with the systems described in the preceding paragraphs, these mismatched 

patterns do not support registered assembly even at equilibrium: the fingerprint morphology 

persists indefinitely. 

 

Figure 2.6: Randomly aligned fingerprint. This assembly is observed on substrates with significant 

mismatch between chemical pattern geometry and bulk BCP dimensions. On these substrates, 

there is no tendency towards aligned structures. 
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Parallel wetting 

On some samples, namely those with very wide or very narrow guide stripes (around W > 35 

nm or W < 10 nm, respectively), parallel wetting is observed, as shown in Figure 2.7 and 

represented with  in Figure 2.3. When the guide stripes are very wide, their strong preferential 

interaction with the PMMA domains of the BCP overwhelm the weak preference of the backfill 

for the PS block. The effect is that the substrate behaves as a homogeneous, PMMA-preferential 

surface. A film of P(S-b-MMA) assembled on this substrate orients with domains parallel to the 

substrate with PMMA as the bottom wetting layer and forms terraced hole/island structures at the 

top of the film. It should be noted that for these very wide guide stripes, the measured width W (as 

determined by top-down SEM of the post-trim PR lines) may be an underestimate of the actual 

effective width. The low exposure doses used to generate these wide lines also can underexpose 

the spaces between them, leaving PR bridges that increase the area of the final substrate covered 

by X-PMMA (please see supplemental information for image of PR lines). The difficulty in 

quantitatively measuring wide guide stripes is why we do not show values for W > 35 nm in the 

plot in Figure 2.3, though hole/island assembly is observed on these wider guide stripe samples. 

Parallel wetting behavior is also observed in the regime of very narrow guide stripes, where the 

PR lines are so narrow that the X-PMMA underneath is almost completely removed. Indeed, due 

to potential undercutting effects during the trim etch process (which will be discussed later in this 

paper), the measured width of these narrow resist lines may actually underestimate the width of 

the guide stripe (image in supplemental information). In these cases, the substrates are covered 

entirely by the weakly PS-preferential backfill brush. It has previously been shown that on weakly 

preferential substrates, and depending on parameters including film thickness, BCP surface 

energy, and anneal temperature, parallel and perpendicular assembly occurs simultaneously. That 
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behavior is also observed here, where a mixture of perpendicular fingerprint and parallel wetting 

structures is present on substrates effectively consisting of only backfill brush. It should be noted 

that the hole/island formation on very wide guide stripes is indicative of a strongly PMMA-

preferential surface, whereas the mixed orientation present on vanishingly narrow guide stripes 

suggests only weak preferentiality. 
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Figure 2.7: Parallel wetting behavior on preferential substrates. The bottom image shows 

characteristic behavior of “true” hole/island, where the entire film is oriented with domains parallel 

to the substrate and terracing occurs because of volume confinement effects, and is indicative of a 

strongly preferential substrate. The top image shows mixed orientation, where domains are parallel 

to the substrate in some places and perpendicular to it in others. 

Non-bulk: zig-zag and short cross-lines 

The structures described in previous paragraphs are all variations of bulk lamellae, either 

parallel or perpendicular to the substrate, but non-bulk morphologies are also observed on some 
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chemical patterns. The most interesting of these structures are the ‘zig-zags’ and ‘horizontal lines’ 

shown in Figure 2.8 and indicated by the  hash in Figure 2.3. These structures form on wide 

guide stripes (W > L0) at all investigated values of LS. Of all the morphologies, these are the most 

difficult to visualize with experimental techniques, so we turn to theoretically informed 

simulations to gain insight into their behavior. As can be seen in Figure 2.8b, these structures are 

complex, bicontinuous, and three-dimensional, with a high degree of through-film non-uniformity. 

They form in areas where the guide stripes are too wide to accommodate a single BCP domain in 

a perpendicular orientation. The strong interactions between X-PMMA guide stripe and guided 

PMMA domain cause a local wetting layer to form, but the PS-preferential nature of the backfill 

prevents the wetting layer to extend through the entire film as it does in a parallel wetting 

configuration. Constraints on single chain dimensions mean that every part of the PMMA wetting 

layer must be within one chain length of an adjacent PS domain. Furthermore, the symmetry of 

the diblocks means that each of the phases must occupy the same overall volume fraction. Taken 

together with the local wetting layer formed by the strong guiding interactions, these constraints 

produce the complex non-bulk morphologies observed. 
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Figure 2.8: Complex non-bulk structures. Zig-zags are shown in the large image at the bottom, 

while the top left and right are horizontal PMMA dashes and polystyrene dots, respectively. The 

structures form on wide guide stripes and are all variations on the same non-bulk structure. Dots 

and dashes are more rarely seen and are usually found in locations on the sample believed to have 

non-uniform BCP film thickness. The PS (lighter) zig-zag is centered over the backfill and the 

PMMA (darker) zig-zag is centered over the guide stripe. 

There are several variations in this class of non-bulk structures: zig-zags, PS or PMMA dashes, 

PS or PMMA dots, and other configurations. Past work has identified many of these structures and 

classified them as distinct, but the results examined in this study suggest that they are 

fundamentally quite similar. Each is the result of a local wetting layer forming over a wide guide 
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stripe coupled with the constraints described in the preceding paragraph. Often, two or more of 

these variants appear in the same SEM field of view, with no delineated transition between them. 

This observation is likely an effect of experimental nonuniformity, where the exact structure 

formed is a function of the local film thickness, guide stripe width, surface roughness, or other 

similar parameters. 

Non-bulk: vertical lines, or through-film ‘U’s 

On chemical patterns with even wider guide stripes (W ~ 1.5L0), we observe the peapod-like 

“vertical line” structures shown in Figure 2.9 and indicated by  in Figure 2.3. In these 

structures, a single PS domain (bright region in the SEM images) sandwiched between two PMMA 

domains (dark in the SEM) overlies each guide stripe; the inverse behavior (one PMMA domain 

between two PS domains) occurs over the backfill. This assembly behavior is qualitatively similar 

to the previously reported “1.5L0 assembly” of perpendicular lamellae, though in our system the 

strongly preferential nature of the guide stripe forms a wetting layer; the PS domain centered over 

the guide stripe is therefore a floating structure and a cross-section of these structures would show 

a PMMA ‘U’-shape over the guide stripe and a PS ‘U’ over the backfill. In images of these 

samples, the PS domains over the backfill do not appear as bright as the single PS domain over the 

guide stripe, possibly due to narrowing of the former domains near the surface of the film due to 

volume-filling constraints. Furthermore, in these images, the PS and PMMA domains often bridge 

across each other to improve connectivity, giving rise to the “peapod-like” structures seen in Figure 

2.9. This bridging effect is likely exacerbated by the short plasma etch used to remove PMMA and 

increase imaging contrast: as the PMMA separating the PS domains is etched away, minor 

structural collapse can occur as the PS domains seek to minimize their overall surface area. It 

should be noted that this morphology was always observed in the same FOV as the zig-zag 
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structures described previously (represented by the overlapping hashed regions in Figure 2.3), 

though in increasing proportion at larger values of W. Supporting results from simulations 

performed in parallel with the experiments suggest that the two structures have similar free 

energies especially on wider guide stripes, making them competing equilibrium states. 

Experimental observations further suggest that slight nonuniformity in film thickness may 

influence the formation of one morphology over the other. 

 

  

Figure 2.9: Vertical-line non-bulk structures. These structures form on wide guide stripes and have 

a through-film U-shaped morphology, as can be seen in the simulation results. Each X-PMMA 

guiding stripe has two PMMA domains above it, separated by a ‘floating’ PS domain; the opposite 

occurs over the backfill. 

As mentioned above, this morphology forms over guide stripes roughly 1.5L0 in width, 

corresponding to roughly equal width of guide stripe and backfill regions. In a system where there 

is equal strength of interaction between these regions and their respective preferred blocks (i.e. 
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when the backfill is strongly preferential or the guide stripe is strongly preferential), there ceases 

to be a distinction between guided vs. unguided chemistries. At such a point, the chemical pattern 

is geometrically and chemically symmetric across the two regions, and the BCP morphologies 

above each region would be exact inverses of each other. In our system, the backfill is only weakly 

preferential for PS, but the morphology observed is still quite similar to the hypothetical 

“symmetric inverse” structure described here. 

Non-bulk: isolated inverted lines 

Finally, on some patterns, we observe a structure described as “isolated inverted lines,” shown 

in Figure 2.10 and denoted by  in Figure 2.3. This morphology is a variant of the previous 

“vertical line” morphology, but with some distinguishing features that deserves a separate 

discussion. These morphologies are found on patterns with larger W but, for reasons not fully 

understood, only at incommensurate LS, in both compression and extension. Taken together with 

the vertical line morphology, these structures are found in a band that arcs around the window of 

perfect assembly. In fact, in contrast with the vertical lines, which are only found on patterns with 

very large W and almost always alongside zig-zag nonbulk structures, these isolated lines often 

appear in otherwise defect-free FOV. This observation leads to our hypothesis that these structures 

represent an effort by the BCP film to relieve some of the stretching or compression in the domain 

dimensions by adding or removing an extra domain. The inverted lines always manifest as floating 

PMMA structures centered over the backfill. Since in registered assembly there is a PS domain 

centered over the backfill, PS domain splitting occurs at the ends of the isolated lines to 

accommodate the mismatch in domain placement. 
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Figure 2.10: Isolated inverted-line structures. The dark lines are areas of removed PMMA and 

always form over the center of the backfill region. In the majority of the FOV, a PS domain is 

centered over backfill region; where these two regions meet (at the end of the isolated line 

structures) we observe PS domain splitting to preserve domain connectivity. 

2.4.3 Undercutting and PS domain collapse 

To improve imaging contrast of the final assembled BCP structures, they are exposed to a brief 

plasma etch that selectively removes the PMMA domains. This technique has been used 

successfully in the past for X-PS guided BCP films, but caused some problems in the X-PMMA 

guided work. When subjected to a 20-second etch, the PMMA domains on both X-PS and X-

PMMA guided structures are fully removed and also removes some material at the bottom of the 

trenches formed where PMMA originally was located. When the guiding lines are X-PS, all three 

PMMA domains are over the backfill region and therefore the bottom of each trench is etched 

uniformly. In our work, however, one PMMA domain is centered over the X-PMMA guide stripe 

and the other two are located above the polystyrene-rich backfill brush. Since the etch is designed 

to remove PMMA, the X-PMMA guide stripe is also consumed by the etch process but the backfill 

brush is left relatively untouched. When the guide stripe is wider than a single PMMA domain, its 

removal undercuts the adjacent PS domains causing them to collapse as can be seen in the cross-
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sectional profile of the BCP film after PMMA removal. The wider the guide stripe, the more 

pronounced this collapse, as shown in the series of top-down SEM images in Figure 2.11. To 

remedy this issue, we tested the use of shorter etch times to only partially remove the PMMA 

domains; a 10-second etch was selected for subsequent processing, as it produced the best imaging 

contrast without causing collapse of the PS structures. For future applications where complete 

removal of the PMMA domain is necessary for pattern transfer, undercut and collapse can be 

avoided either by optimizing the etch to be far more directional. Alternately, and perhaps more 

easily, etch resistance can be added to the X-PMMA mat by incorporating certain highly etch-

resistant chemistries directly into the crosslinked matrix. 

 
Figure 2.11: (Left) Top-down SEM images of collapse of PS lines after PMMA removal due to 

undercutting, confirmed by (right) cross-sectional SEM analysis. When the PMMA domains are 

fully removed, the guide stripe also etches. The wider the guide stripe, the more pronounced the 

undercut and subsequent collapse. 

 

2.5 Summary and Conclusions 

In summary, we have fabricated chemical patterns with guide stripes of X-PMMA; the strong 

guiding interactions of these stripes lead to complex nonbulk morphologies that are not otherwise 

observed on weaker guiding stripes. The strength of interaction and forced local wetting layers 

provides for possible use in transition regions of chemical patterns. At the edge of a pattern, it is 

sometimes advantageous to induce adjacent parallel and perpendicular orientation of lamellar 
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domains. This type of structure is heavily enthalpically penalized due to the increased interfacial 

area between the dissimilar chemistries but the penalty can be overcome by using strongly 

preferential patterns. We propose that for future work, such strongly wetting guide stripes be used 

for in-line edge definition. To overcome the challenge of etch undercut and pattern collapse, we 

recommend incorporation of higher etch resistance side groups into the X-PMMA matrix, taking 

care that in so doing the wetting behavior of the guide stripes is not modified or weakened. 
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CHAPTER 3: THREE-TONE CHEMICAL PATTERNS FOR BLOCK COPOLYMER 

DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY 

 

3.1 Abstract 

Chemical patterns for directed self-assembly (DSA) of lamellae-forming block copolymers 

(BCP) with density multiplication can be fabricated by patterning resist on a cross-linked 

polystyrene layer, etching to create guide stripes, and depositing end-grafted brushes in between 

the stripes as background. To date, two-tone chemical patterns have been targeted with the guide 

stripes preferentially wet by one block of the copolymer and the background chemistry weakly 

preferentially wet by the other block. In the course of fabricating chemical patterns in an all-track 

process using 300 mm wafers, it was discovered that the etching process followed by brush grafting 

could produce a three-tone pattern. In its best form, the three-tone pattern consists of guide stripes 

preferentially wet by one block of the copolymer, each flanked by two additional stripes that wet 

the other block of the copolymer, with a third chemistry as the background. We characterized the 

three regions of the chemical patterns with a combination of SEM, glancing-incidence small-angle 

x-ray scattering (GISAXS), and assessment of BCP wetting behavior. Three-tone patterns guide 

three times as many BCP domains as two-tone patterns and thus have the potential to provide a 

larger driving force for the system to assemble into the desired architecture with fewer defects in 

shorter time and over a larger process window. 

3.2 Introduction 

Devising strategies to multiply the density of features derived from 193 nm immersion 

lithography templates dominates current research and development of semiconductor patterning.1 

One approach uses block copolymers (BCP) that self-assemble into periodic arrays of nanoscale 
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features.2 Precise placement and orientation of these nanoscale features can be obtained through 

directed self-assembly (DSA).3 In chemoeptiaxial DSA of lamellae-forming block copolymers in 

line/space arrays, the BCP film is assembled on lithographically defined templates which serve as 

chemical patterns consisting of guide stripes and background regions and direct the registration of 

assembled BCP domains.4-8 The perfection of registration and control of through-film morphology 

depends on key parameters of the chemical pattern: the width and periodicity of the guide stripes 

and the chemistry of the guide stripes and background regions.9-11 Optimally, the guide stripes are 

the width of one lamellar domain, the pattern chemistries are selected to minimize the interfacial 

energy between the BCP and the chemical pattern, and the guide stripe periodicity, LS, is an integer 

multiple of the natural period of the block copolymer, L0. In this way chemoepitaxial DSA with 

density multiplication enables sub-resolution extension of lithographic patterning. 

Liu et al. developed a method to fabricate chemical patterns with independent control over 

each of the key pattern attributes described above.12 In this process, as applied towards directing 

the assembly of poly(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA), a crosslinked 

polystyrene (X-PS) mat is deposited on an inorganic substrate, and photoresist is patterned on top 

of the mat. The resulting structures are treated with a plasma trim etch that laterally shrinks the 

photoresist lines and removes X-PS in the spaces between them. The remaining photoresist is 

stripped and the spaces are backfilled by grafting an end-functional random copolymer brush P(S-

r-MMA) of tunable composition, resulting in a two-tone pattern of sparse X-PS guide stripes and 

background brush regions. The composition of the brush is chosen to minimize the interfacial 

energy with the overlying BCP domains and is a function of the degree of density multiplication. 

The pitch and width of the photoresist features after lithographic patterning combined with the 

trim etch process therefore control the geometry of the pattern, and materials chosen for the mat 
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and brush determine its chemistry. These ‘two-tone’ surface patterns have been used extensively 

to understand the fundamental science behind directed assembly in the laboratory. More recently, 

the full process has been implemented as the ‘LiNe’ flow for all-track processing using 193 nm 

immersion lithography at imec with appropriate changes to materials and processing for 300 mm 

tool compatibility.13 

In the course of investigating the impact of process conditions in this flow using high-volume 

manufacturing tools, we discovered a method to fabricate ‘three-tone’ rather than ‘two-tone’ 

chemical patterns. The three-tone patterns consist of PS-wetting guide stripes, each flanked by 

broad PMMA-wetting sidewalls, with polymer brushes of a third chemistry in the background 

spaces. Three-tone chemical patterns present a potential advantage over two-tone patterns because 

they guide three times as many BCP domains towards the desired domain architecture. Past work 

has shown that a higher fraction of guided domains results in faster annealing kinetics,14 suggesting 

that this type of pattern may better enable DSA to meet requirements for high-volume 

manufacturing. We characterized the geometry of the three-tone patterns using grazing-incidence 

small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) and the chemistry of the regions of the pattern with various 

techniques. Finally, we discuss the implications for improvement of DSA using the three-tone 

chemical patterns. 

3.3 Experimental 

3.3.1 Materials 

Crosslinking polystyrene (X-PS) (AZEMBLYTM NLD-128), P(S-r-MMA) brush 

(AZEMBLYTM NLD-127, 51% PS), P(S-b-MMA) BCP with L0 = 28 nm (AZEMBLYTM 

PME-312) and a P(S-b-MMA) BCP formulation (L0 = 28.5 nm) engineered to form microbridges 

were provided by Merck Performance Materials. ArF photoresist AIM5484 was purchased from 
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JSR Micro. Orgasolv STR 301 was purchased from BASF. Organic solvent RER600 was 

purchased from Fujifilm. 

3.3.2 Chemical pattern fabrication and BCP assembly 

The chemical patterns were fabricated on a 300 mm process line devoted to DSA at the imec 

nanoelectronics R&D lab in Belgium.13 A 13 nm silicon nitride (SiN) film was deposited on 300 

mm Si wafers as an inorganic antireflective coating. The wafers were coated with an 8 nm spincast 

film of X-PS, then annealed at 315 °C for 5 min in a nitrogen environment using a TEL CLEAN 

TRACK ACTTM12 track. The wafers were coated with AIM5484 (95 nm) using a SOKUDO DUO 

track, exposed on an ASML 1950 immersion scanner (optimum dose = 11 mJ, optimum focus = -

0.02 μm, NA = 1.35, dipole illumination, σo = 0.98, σi = 0.86, blade angle = 40°) and developed 

to create 84 nm pitch line-space patterns of various line widths. The samples were etched with an 

oxygen-containing plasma, which simultaneously isotropically etched the photoresist and removed 

unprotected X-PS.  The remaining resist was stripped with Orgasolv STR 301, leaving isolated X-

PS stripes on the nitride. The pattern was coated with backfill brush AZEMBLYTM NLD-127 (50 

nm), then annealed for 5 min at 250 °C to graft the brush to the nitride surface. The remaining 

ungrafted brush was removed through rinsing with RER600, leaving a chemical pattern of 

alternating X-PS stripes and backfill brush regions. BCP was spin-coated at a thickness of 35 nm 

and annealed at 250 °C with nitrogen purge for various times. The PMMA domains were removed 

with plasma etching on a TEL TactrasTM for better SEM contrast. 

3.3.3 Unpatterned surface (designed to emulate regions of chemical pattern) preparation 

For areas representative of the guide stripe top and backfill region, wafers were coated with X-

PS according the process described above. Large (> 1 in2) exposed and unexposed areas were 

patterned and developed, and then the wafers were processed according to the remainder of the 
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treatment above. The unexposed regions (protected by photoresist during the trim etch process) 

were therefore large areas of unmodified X-PS, whereas the exposed regions were large areas of 

grafted backfill brush. 

To create a large area surface of similar chemistry to that of the sidewall, the following 

procedure was implemented. X-PS was coated, then lightly crosslinked at 250 °C for 1 minute. 

This coating procedure was repeated five times, for a total thickness of 32 nm, and then the whole 

stack was thoroughly crosslinked using the standard bake of 5 minutes at 315 °C. Alternating 

exposed and unexposed areas were patterned and developed as described above, and the wafers 

were trim etched. The trim etch process, however, only removed ~12 nm of the thick X-PS film, 

leaving ~20 nm of plasma-modified polystyrene in the exposed areas. The treatment then 

proceeded in the standard manner, with photoresist strip and brush grafting. 

3.3.4 Characterization 

Grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) was performed at Sector 8-ID-E of 

the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. The measurements were taken 

under vacuum with an incident x-ray beam of 7.35 keV. The 5 mm x 7.5 mm block of 84 nm pitch 

pattern was aligned so that the X-PS stripes were parallel to the x-ray beam. The incidence angle 

was set at 0.2° a Pilatus CCD detector placed 2.17 m from the sample. The 2D GISAXS spectra 

are the sum of 30 one-second exposures collected.  

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging was performed with a Hitachi CG5000 after 

trim etch and after PMMA domain removal. The line width of the photoresist structures after trim 

etch, W, was measured by automated built-in Hitachi software and user verified with image-by-

image inspection. Film thicknesses were determined with a KLA Tencor AlerisTM 8330 

spectroscopic ellipsometer. Static water contact angle measurements were obtained using a 
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Dataphysics OCAH230L contact angle measurement system. A syringe dispensed 5 μL drops of 

deionized water, which were measured after 0.3 s of stabilization. In addition, BCP was coated 

and annealed as described above, then imaged with a Hitachi CG5000 SEM. 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

The process to generate chemical patterns for the directed self-assembly (DSA) of block 

copolymers (BCP) is shown schematically in Figure 3.1a. Photoresist is patterned on top of a 

crosslinked polystyrene (X-PS) mat using 193 nm immersion lithography, and then the photoresist 

lines are trim etched and stripped to leave a pattern of X-PS stripes at 84 nm pitch. An end-

functional P(S-r-MMA) (51% PS) brush is coated on the pattern. The samples are annealed to 

allow the brush to graft to the spaces between the stripes. After excess brush is rinsed off, a BCP 

film is deposited on the chemical pattern and assembled by thermal annealing. The period of the 

guide stripes (LS) is an integer multiple of the BCP natural periodicity (L0); the BCP domains 

interpolate between the guiding stripes of the chemical pattern to form arrays of regular structures 

at a higher density than the original chemical pattern. Figure 3.1a illustrates an example of 3x 

density multiplication of features. 
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic representation of processing steps, including chemical pattern fabrication 

and BCP DSA. (b) Top-down SEM images show the X-PS stripe and resist after trim etch. (c) The 

cross-sectional schematic of the expected X-PS structure. 

In order to better understand the guiding nature of the X-PS stripes in the chemical patterns, it 

is imperative to carefully consider the effects of the processing steps used in generating these 

patterns. In particular, the trim etch process (step 3) has a significant impact on both the geometry 

and chemistry of these structures. During the trim etch process as implemented in the current 

process flow at imec, the patterned photoresist lines and the X-PS mat underneath them are 

exposed to an oxygen-containing plasma environment. This plasma treatment isotropically etches 

the photoresist structures and the unprotected X-PS mat; the etch rate of the photoresist, however, 
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is higher than that of the X-PS. As the photoresist lines shrink, additional X-PS is revealed and 

etched. When the etch is complete, the three regions indicated in the top-down SEM images of 

Figure 3.1b are observed. The brightest regions are the remaining photoresist lines; the guide stripe 

width, W, is defined as the width of these lines. Since the etch is isotropic rather than directional, 

the X-PS underneath is not a perfect vertical projection of the resist structures but can be seen as 

dark regions flanking each resist line. Finally, the bare SiN wafer can be seen as a lighter region 

between the periodic resist/X-PS lines. In these samples, the X-PS adjacent to the unremoved resist 

has been plasma treated for a short time and is therefore only partially removed, whereas the X-

PS exposed to the plasma from the beginning undergoes a longer etch time and is completely 

removed. This gradient of exposure time yields the trapezoidal structures represented 

schematically in Figure 3.1c. 

We have been describing the tapered sidewalls of the trapezoidal structures as X-PS, but a 

careful consideration of the plasma etching process suggests that the surface of the partially etched 

X-PS has different properties. During the trim etch process, the X-PS is exposed to an oxygen-

containing plasma that modifies and eventually removes it. The portions of the X-PS mat etched 

but not completely removed therefore undergo some degree of oxidation.10 The wetting behavior 

of this “sidewall” chemistry is thus different both from the protected X-PS (the top of the 

trapezoidal guide stripe) and from the background regions backfilled with the non-preferential 

brush later in the process (step 5 in Figure 3.1a). Herein we explain how we characterized more 

fully the trapezoidal cross-section of the X-PS stripes as well as the wetting nature of each of the 

three surfaces (guide stripe top, plasma-modified sidewall, and backfill brush) present in these 

chemical patterns. 
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3.4.1 GISAXS Characterization 

We characterized the shape of the X-PS stripes after trim etch and before backfill by grazing 

incidence small angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) and SEM analysis as shown in Figure 3.2. SEM 

provides real-space imaging of discrete locations on the substrate, while GISAXS gives average 

information about the 3D structure across large areas. GISAXS patterns were obtained from X-PS 

structures of various widths, which were controlled by tuning the exposure dose during the 

patterning process (step 2, Figure 3.1a). The remaining resist after trim etch was stripped (step 4) 

prior to the GISAXS experiment. In our GISAXS configuration, qx is along the beam direction and 

parallel to the guide stripes, qy is orthogonal to the guide stripes in the sample plane, and qz is the 

sample normal. 
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Figure 3.2: Characterization of the X-PS stripe geometry for a series of guide stripe widths W. 

GISAXS spectra in (a) were used to determine the slope of the sidewall, converted from reciprocal 

space to real space in (b). SEM images (c) were used to measure W after trim and confirm the 

presence of broad sidewalls on the X-PS structures. Stripe dimensions are summarized in (d). For 

the largest two guide stripe widths, the sidewalls merge and no SiN is visible, so the dimensions 

marked with † are based on gap width. 

GISAXS patterns show the periodic sharp Bragg rods along the qz direction for all samples. 

The pitch of the Bragg rods, 0.0075 Å-1 in qy, corresponds to an 83.8 nm pitch of the X-PS stripe, 
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consistent with the pitch defined by lithography as 84 nm. These periodic Bragg rods are 

convoluted with the diffuse scattering in the background of the GISAXS patterns. The diffuse 

scattering is of highest intensity along three directions extending out from the origin of the detector 

in directions indicated by the white lines in Figure 3.2a, which correspond to three planes in real 

space normal to those directions in reciprocal space, as shown in Figure 3.2b. Thus, we estimate 

the sidewall angle from the angle of the diffuse scattering. The differences in the diffuse scattering 

patterns in Figure 3.2a indicate the varying shape of the X-PS stripes illustrated in Figure 3.2c. 

The sidewall angle increases from 11.0o to 29.5o as W decreases from 39.5 nm to 13.2 nm, and 

can be attributed to the trim etch process. During the trim etch, a larger space between resist lines 

allows better access of the plasma to interact with the X-PS mat, resulting in a higher etch rate. 

Additionally, line-of-sight restrictions lead to higher etch rates near the center of the space 

compared to along the edge of the resist. These nonuniformity effects in the etch rate contribute to 

the difference in sidewall angle. Furthermore, upon breakthrough of the X-PS (when the 

underlying SiN stack is exposed), the added local loading density of the plasma species increases 

the lateral etching of the X-PS footing, further increasing the sidewall angle. 

The overall dimensions of the X-PS stripes can be estimated from the sidewall angles, resist 

widths (W), and thickness of X-PS (8 nm). The calculated sidewall width shown in Figure 3.2 is 

in agreement with the width of the darker region corresponding to the sidewall in top-down SEM 

images. The combination of GISAXS and SEM measurements give quantitative geometrical 

information about the trapezoidal X-PS structure. The widths of the three regions (unetched top of 

guide stripe, partially etched sidewall, and SiN) are listed in Figure 3.2d; for the widest guide 

stripes, the sidewalls merge and no SiN is uncovered. 
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3.4.2 Wetting behavior characterization 

In addition to characterizing the geometry of the X-PS stripes, we analyzed the wetting 

behavior of each region of the chemical pattern by mimicking the processing environment on large-

area surfaces. The chemical patterns consist of three regions: the top of the X-PS guide stripe 

protected by photoresist, the sidewall of the X-PS stripe exposed to the trim etch, and the backfill 

region where X-PS was completely removed by the trim etch. In order to determine the wetting 

behavior of each of the three regions of the chemical pattern, large areas of X-PS and backfill 

brush were generated and processed through all pattern fabrication steps. In order to imitate the 

sidewall surface, a 32 nm thick X-PS film was prepared and subjected to the standard trim etch 

process. The trim etch process removes only 12 nm of the film, leaving a 20 nm thick oxygen-

modified X-PS film, as illustrated in Figure 3.3a. After brush backfill to simulate the full 

processing conditions, the water contact angle of each surface was measured.  

The composition of the backfill brush (AZEMBLYTM NLD-127, 51% PS) has been 

independently optimized to minimize the interfacial energy between the interpolated domains and 

the background regions for 3x BCP DSA.11 The surface coated with this brush (saturation thickness 

7 nm) was measured to have a water contact angle (WCA) of 76.0°, roughly halfway between the 

contact angles for PS (88.4°) and PMMA (63.2°). Surfaces with contact angles greater than the 

brush (more hydrophobic) are therefore expected to be more PS wetting; conversely, those with 

lower contact angles (more hydrophilic) are expected to be more PMMA wetting than the brush. 

The wetting behavior of the final guide stripe top is not necessarily equivalent to that of the as-

deposited material. In particular, treatment with solvents, resist, plasma, and other processing can 

modify the chemical nature of the stripes.15 The WCA of the process-treated X-PS mimicking the 

protected guide stripe top was measured to be 83.7°, which is higher than the brush but lower than 
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the as-deposited value of 88.4° due to chemical modification during processing suggesting a 

weakly PS-preferential surface. One of these modifications happens in the backfill step of the 

process; the brush not only grafts to a thickness of 7 nm in the bare wafer regions of the pattern 

but also grafts 1-2 nm on top of the X-PS. This thin additional layer partially screens the wetting 

nature of the underlying X-PS. In comparison, the WCA on the simulated sidewall was measured 

to be 73.3° after backfill processing, which is significantly increased from the WCA measured 

prior to backfill (53.2°) but still less than that of the brush grafted to the substrate (76.0). The 

backfill treatment adds ~4 nm to the simulated sidewall, accounting for the change in contact angle 

during this process step. Since the water contact angle on this surface is still lower than that of the 

backfill, the polar nature of the oxidized sidewall is expected to make it slightly preferentially wet 

by the PMMA domain of the BCP. 

Water contact angle measurements are an indirect probe of surface energetics, however, and 

do not probe the full complexity of macromolecular surfaces. Therefore, to further demonstrate 

the wetting behavior of these surfaces, two lamellae-forming BCP thin films were annealed on 

large-area surfaces representing the background, guide stripe top, and sidewall, respectively and 

their orientation on these substrates recorded; the results are shown in Figure 3.3c and d. 

Preferentially wetting surfaces direct lamellae to orient parallel to the substrate, leading to terraced 

holes or islands, whereas sufficiently non-preferentially wetting surfaces allow the lamellae to 

adopt a perpendicular 'fingerprint' orientation.16 Past work has shown that for end-grafted brushes, 

compositions ranging from 45% to 57% PS can support this perpendicular assembly.17 Since our 

brush is in the middle of this window (51% PS), both BCP films form fingerprint on the “backfill” 

(left column, Figure 3.3c and d). These films exhibited differing wetting behavior on the other two 

surfaces. The first film, consisting of a symmetric BCP, showed PS-preferential wetting on the 
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“guide stripe” but non-preferential wetting on the “sidewall.” By contrast, the second film, 

consisting of a slightly PS-rich BCP, exhibited non-preferential wetting on the “guide stripe” but 

PMMA-preferential wetting on the “sidewall.” The shift in wetting behavior can be understood by 

considering that a non-preferential surface for a slightly PS-rich BCP would be itself slightly PS-

rich and therefore slightly PS-preferential for a symmetric BCP. These results indicate that the X-

PS protected by the resist and the plasma-modified X-PS are only weakly preferential for PS and 

PMMA, respectively. 
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Figure 3.3: Unpatterned surfaces were processed with the steps described in Figure 3.1 to emulate 

the regions of the chemical pattern. The sidewall surface is simulated by etching partway through 

a thick coat of X-PS. Water contact angle measurements in (a) are associated with different regions 

of the chemical pattern, schematically illustrated from the top-down perspective in (b). Two BCP’s 

were assembled on each surface in (c-d); the left, middle and right columns correspond to backfill, 

sidewall, and top surfaces, respectively. A symmetric BCP in (c) has PS-preferential wetting on 

the top of the guide stripe while a PS-rich lamellae-forming BCP in (d) has PMMA-preferential 

wetting on the sidewall. All other combinations resulted in perpendicular lamellae, indicative of 

non-preferential wetting. 

3.4.3 BCP assembly behavior 

BCP assembly on the chemical pattern is also consistent with the three-tone description. This 

investigation focused on the use of 84 nm pitch chemical patterns and 28 nm L0 block copolymer, 

for 3x density multiplication. When assembling the BCP on a series of chemical patterns with 

different guide stripe widths, three ranges of guide stripe widths give ordered arrays. 
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Representative images for each range of assembly are shown in Figure 3.4. Previous efforts in 

chemoepitaxial DSA have focused on using guide stripes roughly the width of one BCP domain, 

or half of the lamellar period.12, 18  This regime of well-registered assembly is referred to as the 

"0.5L0 window" and can be observed in Figure 3.4(c).  In this mode of registration, a PS domain 

(red) is centered over the guide stripe. The guide stripe is flanked by PMMA-wetting sidewalls 

with backfill brush in the interstitial space, resulting in a three-tone chemical pattern. A certain 

degree of incommensurability in the guide stripe width can be tolerated and still give good 

registration, but for guide stripes too narrow or too wide, the registration breaks down, as shown 

in Figure 3.4(b) and (d). Previous work has demonstrated the formation of complex non-bulk 

architectures on sufficiently wide guide stripes (W~L0). These metastable morphologies form due 

to very strong interactions with the guide stripe that dominate the polymer’s natural tendency to 

adopt the lamellar configuration.12, 13 Conversely, for a weakly guiding system where this substrate 

interaction is insufficient to overcome that tendency, one would expect the formation of undirected 

fingerprint.  As discussed in the previous paragraph, our system is only weakly guiding in that all 

three regions of the pattern are within or near the range of non-preferential wetting conditions, 

leading to the fingerprint morphology observed in Figure 3.4(d). 

For certain wider guide stripes, where the stripe is roughly the width of three BCP domains, 

well-registered assembly is again observed as shown in Figure 3.4(e).  This region of parameter 

space, known as the "1.5L0 window," was also explored experimentally and through simulations 

by Liu et al.11  In this mode of registration, two PS domains separated by a PMMA domain lie over 

the guide stripe top. As shown in the first rows of Figure 3.2, the sidewalls of our widest guide 

stripes merge, leaving no area of SiN where the backfill brush grafts. Since these patterns only 

file:///C:/Users/FILMET~1/AppData/Local/Temp/three-tone%20paper%208%207%2015.docx%23_ENREF_12
file:///C:/Users/FILMET~1/AppData/Local/Temp/three-tone%20paper%208%207%2015.docx%23_ENREF_13
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consist of protected X-PS guide stripes and plasma-modified X-PS sidewalls, they are two-tone in 

nature. 

In our system, a third mode of registration is also observed when the X-PS stripes are over-

etched, to the point of leaving only the PMMA-wetting residual sidewall behind. As illustrated in 

Figure 3.4a, these patterns also have a two-tone nature because they consist only of plasma-

modified sidewall and backfill brush grafted to SiN. They are similar in design to the traditional 

0.5L0 window in that only a single BCP domain is guided. In both this mode (denoted by the 

"residual assembly" window) and in the 1.5L0 mode, a PMMA domain is centered over the X-PS 

structure. Therefore, as the guide stripe width goes from vanishingly narrow to roughly 0.5L0 to 

1.5L0, the registered assembly over the guide stripe transitions from PMMA-centered to PS-

centered and then back to PMMA-centered.  The fundamental change in centering mode is 

evidenced by the breakdown in registration at guide stripe widths in the transition between 

windows of good assembly. The presence of a PMMA-preferential sidewall leads to a new 

assembly window, adds three-tone wetting in the standard 0.5L0 window, and composes the 

background for the 1.5L0 window. 
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Figure 3.4: SEM images after trim etch and PMMA etch as W increases from (a) to (e). Three 

separate ranges (a), (c), and (e) lead to ordered arrays of BCP separated by ranges (b) and (d) 

corresponding to no pattern registration. 

The evidence for the three-tone chemical pattern is further supplemented by experimental 

results when assembling a PS-rich BCP system that naturally forms PS microbridges, where PS 

domains connect through the PMMA domains, similar to a perforated lamellae morphology.19-20 

As seen in Figure 3.5a, assembly of a PS-rich BCP on an unpatterned surface of 51% PS brush 
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results in dense microbridges in all PMMA domains. When assembly takes place on a patterned 

surface, the microbridges still form over the background region. However, microbridge formation 

is suppressed over the PMMA-wetting sidewalls due to an enthalpically penalizing interaction 

between these surfaces and the PS microbridge structures. In the residual DSA regime (Figure 

3.5b), every third PMMA domain is over a plasma-modified sidewall rather than the background 

and microbridges are confined to the other two-thirds of the PMMA domains. In the 0.5L0 window 

(Figure 3.5c), a PS domain is over the guide stripe and two of the three PMMA domains assemble 

over the sidewall on either side. The third PMMA domain forms over the backfill region, and is 

therefore where microbridges are observed. For guide stripes in the 1.5L0 window (Figure 3.5d), 

adjacent sidewalls merge and no backfill brush region is present so microbridge formation is 

suppressed. In all cases, microbridge formation is observed primarily over the brush. 
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Figure 3.5: A BCP formulation that exhibits dense PS microbridges on (a) unpatterned brush, (b) 

overetched X-PS stripe, (c) guide stripe ~0.5 L0, (d) guide stripe ~1.5L0. In all cases, PS 

microbridges form over backfill brush rather than over plasma-treated X-PS sidewall. 

The ideal substrate for chemoepitaxial DSA of through-film lamellar BCP with vertical 

sidewalls is the two-dimensional projection of the line-space array at its natural periodicity. This 

one-to-one pattern, however, does not provide any resolution enhancement for lithographic 

purposes. For applications requiring density multiplication, the target pattern consists of a sparse 

set of guide stripes of width W = 0.5L0 matched in chemistry to one domain of the BCP while the 

background minimizes the interfacial energy with the remaining domains. In this case, the 

thermodynamic equilibrium structure is well-registered perpendicular lamellae, but the kinetics of 

assembly have been shown to be significantly slower, with long-term persistence of misalignment 

defects.14 Since three-tone patterns decouple the guiding nature of guide stripe, sidewall, and 
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backfill, they can even more closely resemble the two-dimensional projection of the desired BCP 

morphology. Specifically, in a traditional two-tone pattern with density multiplication, only one 

domain per guide stripe is directly guided by its matching chemistry. Our three-tone patterns match 

the chemistry of three domains per patterned stripe: the domain over the guide stripe as well as the 

two adjacent domains over the sidewalls. In a fully optimized three-tone pattern, the geometry and 

chemistry of both guide stripe and sidewall would perfectly match those of their respectively 

guided BCP domains.  

Furthermore, since DSA is a thermodynamically driven process, the free energy landscape 

dictates not only the equilibrium states but also the minimum free energy pathways along which 

the system evolves to the final assembled structure. Past work has indicated that for some systems, 

high-energy registration defects may correspond to local energy minima, and that these states may 

therefore be kinetically trapped.21-22 For the system to bypass those states and reach the global 

energy minimum and equilibrium morphology, it is necessary to reduce or eliminate local energy 

minima.  In chemoepitaxy, the free energy landscape is a function of the boundary conditions 

imposed by the chemical pattern. Therefore, adding detail through the use of three-tone patterns 

can provide an avenue to modifying the system’s free energy space, potentially resulting in fewer 

defects for a given annealing condition.  

In a recently published report, prepared concurrently with our study, Cushen et al. describe a 

process comparable to our flow, as outlined in Figure 3.1a. They used e-beam lithography and 

plasma etch to pattern stripes in an 8 nm thick X-PS, which is non-preferential to their BCP 

poly(trimethylsilylstyrene-block-p-methoxystyrene) (PTMSS-b-PMOST).8 The sidewalls of the 

X-PS stripes are oxidized during etching, altering their chemistry and making them preferential to 

the PMOST block. A short, non-preferential PS brush was used to backfill the pattern, leaving 5 
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nm of sidewall unblocked to serve as a guiding surface. Since the patterned stripe is thicker than 

the backfill, topography also assists in guiding the BCP domains. They assembled the BCP through 

thermal annealing with a non-preferential top coat. In this manner, they succeeded in making a 

‘double-patterned’ substrate that combines graphoepitaxy with chemoepitaxy to guide two 

domains per lithographically defined line. These patterns are similar to the ones used in our work 

in that they both use a plasma treatment that modifies the sidewall, causing it to be preferentially 

wetting for one of the domains, and are made using the same general process flow. However, their 

work is different in that their patterned stripe is non-preferential and therefore does not guide 

assembly; their patterns are two-tone since both the patterned stripe and backfill are the same non-

preferential chemistry. 

3.5 Conclusions 

We have identified a method to make a new style of chemical pattern and characterized the 

geometry and wetting behavior of its components. Certain processing conditions result in chemical 

patterns with three regions of distinct wetting behavior: PS-preferential guide stripes, PMMA-

wetting sidewalls, and non-preferential background. Certain BCP DSA behavior that cannot be 

explained by a two-tone description of the chemical pattern provides evidence of three-tone 

patterns. For chemoepitaxial density multiplication, a three-tone chemical pattern directs assembly 

with three times the number of guided domains and therefore is an avenue for increased control of 

the assembly behavior. The creation of three-tone patterns described here pertains strictly to the 

exact materials, tools, and processing conditions of the DSA line at imec. Future improvement of 

chemical pattern processing should account for and optimize the properties of the sidewall to 

achieve the highest quality of DSA for these three-tone patterns.  
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Whereas our discussion has focused on the creation and optimization of three-tone chemical 

patterns, the concept of innovation in processing to create patterns for DSA is more broadly 

applicable. Past work has focused on novel material development as the primary driver for 

enhanced performance, but here we have demonstrated how creative development in processing 

could play a key role. Knowledge of fundamental science behind DSA will enable continued 

innovation in materials and processing. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE IMPACT OF GUIDE STRIPE STRENGTH ON BLOCK 

COPOLYMER ASSEMBLY: EQUILIBRIUM AND KINETICS 

 

4.1 Abstract 

Directed self-assembly (DSA) of lamellae-forming block copolymer (BCP) thin films can be 

achieved with chemical patterns consisting of alternating guide stripes and background regions, 

and the geometry and chemistry of the chemical patterns are important parameters in this type of 

chemoepitaxial DSA. Here the influence of the strength of interaction between the guide stripes 

and the guided BCP domains on the quality and mechanism of assembly in the BCP film was 

investigated. This affinity is a function of the chemistry of the guide stripe, which was controlled 

using two methods. In the first approach, four different polystyrene-rich materials were used to 

create guide stripes of varying chemistry. In the second approach, cross-linked polystyrene stripes 

were exposed to a dose array of UV radiation, tunably altering their chemistry and preferential 

affinity for the guided BCP chemistry. The kinetics of block copolymer assembly on the resulting 

chemical patterns were evaluated by assessing the DSA quality through a range of guide stripe 

widths and pitches. The range of incommensurability tolerance increased through both guide stripe 

width and pitch for stronger guide stripes and longer anneal time. However, when the degree of 

partial alignment is considered for a given guide stripe strength, the ultimate thermodynamic 

commensurability tolerance can be extrapolated from the kinetics study and is independent of 

anneal time. The DSA performance was also evaluated based on line edge roughness, which 

increased as the guide stripe became less preferential.  
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4.2 Introduction 

Block copolymer directed self-assembly (BCP DSA) is a promising resolution enhancement 

technique for dense arrays of features, where naturally forming microdomains are aligned through 

a thermodynamically driven process.1 In chemoepitaxial DSA, a BCP film is assembled on a 

substrate composed of chemically distinct regions that are designed to interact with the BCP 

domains to induce long-range order.2-3 A lithographic template can be used to define a chemical 

pattern of sparse guide stripes and relatively non-preferential background regions, where one of 

the BCP phases preferentially wets the guide stripes and the remaining domains assemble over the 

background region. The best surfaces to use in a chemical pattern minimize the interfacial energy 

between the pattern and the BCP in the aligned state. Since the backfill region is designed to be in 

contact with both domains, the optimum backfill can be achieved by selecting the proper backfill 

material that minimizes the interfacial energy with the BCP domains that it contacts, as described 

by Liu et al.4 The optimum guide stripe chemistry only needs to minimize the interfacial energy 

with the guided domain and therefore should theoretically be identical to the chemistry of the 

guided BCP domain, similar to the design of chemical patterns with no resolution enhancement. 

The total interfacial energy between the BCP and chemical pattern is minimized when the BCP is 

perfectly registered, which is the driving force for chemoepitaxial DSA. The aligned system gains 

an enthalpic benefit compared to randomly oriented vertical lamellae, but that alignment imparts 

an entropic penalty due to restricting the BCP domains. The equilibrium structure favors aligned 

domains when the enthalpic benefit exceeds the entropic penalty for alignment. This balance 

between enthalpy and entropy was developed by Edwards et al. for the case where the resolution 

of the chemical pattern is matched to that of the assembled BCP.5  
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In this study, poly(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) BCP was assembled on 

chemical patterns that were generated from a series of PS-rich cross-linkable random copolymer 

P(S-r-MMA) guide stripe materials. Higher polystyrene content is associated with more 

preferential wetting of the PS block, leading to larger geometric commensurability tolerance (guide 

stripe width and pitch) for assembly at a given annealing condition. This trend was more noticeable 

at short annealing time when the DSA is partially aligned on slightly incommensurate patterns; at 

longer anneal times, the geometric commensurability converges on the same thermodynamic 

tolerance for all guide stripe compositions. Furthermore, the line edge roughness (LER) of the 

DSA pattern is reduced by using a strongly preferential guide stripe composition. 

4.3 Experimental 

4.3.1 Materials 

A series of cross-linkable P(S-r-MMA) guide stripe materials (AZEMBLYTM NLD-300, NLD-

301, NLD-302, and NLD-128), P(S-r-MMA) brush (AZEMBLYTM NLD-127), and P(S-b-MMA) 

BCP (AZEMBLYTM PME-312) were provided by Merck Performance Materials. ArF photoresist 

AIM5484 was purchased from JSR Micro.  Orgasolv® STR 301 was purchased from BASF. 

RER600 was purchased from Fujifilm. 

4.3.2 DSA process  

Sample processing was performed on imec’s 300 mm process line in Belgium as described 

previously.6 A 13 nm film of silicon nitride was deposited on 300 mm Si wafers for reflectivity 

control. An 8 nm film of cross-linkable guide stripe material was spincast, then annealed at 315°C 

for 5 min in a nitrogen environment using a TEL ACT12 track. AIM5484 was spincast (95 nm) 

using a SOKUDO DUO track, exposed on an ASML 1950 immersion scanner (optimum dose = 

13 mJ, optimum focus = -0.02 μm, NA = 1.35, dipole illumination σo = 0.87 σo = 0.76, blade angle 
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= 40°), then developed using manufacturer recommended settings. The resist and X-PS were trim 

etched in either a Lam or TEL plasma etch chamber. The remaining resist was stripped with 

Orgasolv in a TEL ACT12 track. The pattern was backfilled by coating 50 nm of AZEMBLYTM 

NLD-127, then annealing for 5 min at 250°C, resulting in 7 nm of brush grafted to the bare regions 

of underlying substrate. The wafer was rinsed with RER600 to remove ungrafted brush and dried 

with a 100°C, 1 min bake. BCP was spincoated onto a chemical pattern at 1500 RPM, soft baked 

at 100°C for 1 min to remove solvent, and then annealed at 250°C for 1, 5, or 240 min. PMMA 

was etched on the TEL TACTRAS plasma etch chamber for enhanced imaging contrast. 

4.3.3 Characterization 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging was performed with a Hitachi CG5000 after 

trim etch and after PMMA domain removal. The line width (W) of the photoresist structures after 

trim etch was measured by automated built-in Hitachi software. Static water contact angle 

measurements were obtained using a Dataphysics OCAH230L contact angle measurement system. 

A syringe dispensed 5 μL drops of deionized water, which were measured after 0.3 s of 

stabilization. Line edge roughness was measured using LERDEMO version 2014b software on 

rectangular scan (0.45μm x 2.25μm) SEM images taken with a Hitachi CG5000. 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

Chemical patterns were generated using a series of poly(styrene-random-polymethyl 

metacrylate) P(S-r-MMA) guide stripe materials (GSM) at step 1 of Figure 4.1 in order to align 

the lamellae-forming block copolymer (BCP). This layer is fabricated into guide stripes by 

patterning photoresist with immersion lithography, and then trimming the photoresist lines with 

plasma etching. The remaining resist is stripped and a random copolymer brush is grafted to the 

uncovered substrate between the guide stripes. A BCP film is coated and annealed on the resulting 
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chemical pattern and the PMMA domain is selectively removed with plasma etching, resulting in 

a line-space array with 3x pitch reduction compared to the initial patterned resist. 

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic of process flow for fabricating the chemical patterns and assembling BCP. 

 

The wetting behavior for all guide stripe materials was determined on a large-area unexposed 

surface as a function of composition after processing. The GSM differ in composition from 80-

100% PS, but all of them were modified to be less PS-preferential than the as-cast material by the 

chemical pattern fabrication process, specifically by the trim etch and backfill steps.7 The water 

contact angle of the GSM in the final chemical pattern ranges from 83.7° to 79.4° as the PS content 

decreases as seen in Figure 4.2. Lower water contact angles indicate a more polar and thus less 

PS-preferential surface, both from GSM composition and process modification.8 All of these 

surfaces are more hydrophobic than the backfill brush (contact angle of 76.0°) indicating that the 

guide stripes are always more PS-preferential than the background region. Note that WCA probes 

the very top surface, whereas polymers can form a thicker interpenetrated interface; in the context 

of this study, the brush grafted to the GSM may over-represent the modification. However, BCP 
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annealed on each of the simulated guide stripe surfaces assembles as vertical fingerprint lamellae, 

indicating that none of the surfaces are strongly selective to the PS block. 

 

Figure 4.2: Water contact angle of each GSM before and after processing to simulate the guide 

stripe surface.  Lower water contact angles correspond to less PS-preferential surfaces.  

BCP films were assembled on patterns with a series of pattern fields with a range of guide 

stripe pitches and widths generated from each of the four GSM. The range of conditions that are 

well-aligned was assessed after the BCP was annealed for 1 min at 250 °C by inspecting a single 

SEM image with 2.75 x 2.75 μm field of view for each field, then assigning it as defect-free (green) 

or containing misalignment (red) in Figure 4.3. The data are fit with an axis-aligned ellipse by 

balancing the number of good and bad fields that are on the wrong side of the ellipse boundary. 

The dimensions of the ellipses quantify the geometric commensurability window for a given wafer 
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as a metric to evaluate the DSA performance through different guide stripes. Note that the pitch of 

the guide stripes, LS, is normalized by the natural periodicity of the BCP (L0 = 28 nm). Also, the 

width of the guide stripes, W, has been normalized to the lamellar period imposed by the pattern, 

LS/3, which can be different from L0. This normalization minimizes the covariance of the 

commensurability ellipses that would otherwise be present without proper normalization, meaning 

that all LS have the same optimal normalized W. The major and minor axes of the 

commensurability ellipse correspond to the maximum guide stripe width and pitch 

commensurability tolerances, respectively. Both geometric parameters impose an entropic penalty 

for DSA and are therefore correlated from sample to sample.  
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Figure 4.3: Geometric commensurability is assessed for different guide stripe compositions after 

1 min of anneal. Fields with perfect registration in the representative field of view are marked 

green. An axis-aligned ellipse is fit to the data to describe the range of guide stripe width and pitch 

commensurability. The range of commensurability in width and pitch are the major and minor axes 

of the ellipse.  

 

A more detailed analysis of these SEM images measures the degree of alignment after DSA, 

leading to more information at the edge of the commensurability window. A custom image analysis 

algorithm vertically smears the image in-line with the pattern stripes so that misaligned regions 

are blurred and thus detected. An example of the misalignment identified in this manner is shaded 

red in Figure 4.4a. As the chemical pattern is increasingly non-optimal, the area fraction of 

misalignment linearly increases. At a certain threshold, the BCP is randomly aligned and saturates 

at a value of ~0.8 for an unguided system for this analysis because some regions will statistically 

be in the direction of interest. The fraction of misalignment is plotted through guide stripe width 

80%PS 85%PS 90%PS 100%PS

trim 0.028 0.051 0.11 0.17

pitch 0.021 0.030 0.072 0.090
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in Figure 4.4b. To avoid congestion in the figure, only two series of misalignment measurements 

are plotted. A linear regression is plotted through the misalignment fraction for narrow guide stripe 

widths and the slope of the regression is plotted for all four GSM at two pitches in Figure 4c. GSM 

with higher PS content have a sharper transition between perfect registration and no alignment. 
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Figure 4.4: (a) Sample image with 20% fraction misalignment marking the aligned BCP in blue 

and misaligned BCP in red. (b) The fraction of misalignment through guide stripe width at 

optimum pitch. (c) The gradient in the misalignment area for the series of GSM. A steeper 

transition to the ordered regime is observed for a more preferential guide stripe (higher %PS). 

 

Additional annealing of the BCP on chemical patterns increased the commensurability 

window. Notably, the pitch and guide stripe width tolerance increases dramatically from 1 min to 
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5 min of annealing, and the commensurability tolerances for different GSM converge. Annealing 

for 4 hr has little effect on the commensurability tolerance, suggesting that it approaches a 

maximum range. Further evidence for the presence of a maximum geometric tolerance for a given 

system is illustrated by the area fraction of misalignment plotted through the guide stripe width at 

constant pitch in Figure 4.5b. The gradient in misalignment fraction is steeper at longer anneal 

time, but the boundaries of the process window (identified by the guide stripe width that leads to 

completely random orientation) are unchanged. These boundaries define the maximum 

commensurability window independent of anneal time and is identifiable after a 1 min anneal. The 

steeper gradient in misalignment area is due to the commensurability ellipse approaching this 

maximum range. Previous work has demonstrated that ultimate defect density at the best pattern 

geometry continues to improve with long anneal times, which is beyond the sensitivity of this 

analysis.9 
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Figure 4.5: (a) Geometric commensurability after 1, 5 min and 4 hr BCP anneal. (b) Fraction of 

misalignment for 100% PS GSM after 1 min and 4 hr BCP anneal. Additional annealing increases 

the number of defect-free fields, but does not alter the maximum commensurability tolerance. 
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In addition to misalignment defects, line edge roughness (LER) is also sensitive to the free 

energy balance of the DSA system. The LER of the BCP domains was measured in the field of 

optimal pattern dimensions after PMMA removal. As the guide stripe wetting selectivity 

decreases, the LER increases as demonstrated in Figure 4.6. The trend in LER demonstrates that a 

stronger thermodynamic interaction between the guide stripe and guided domain corresponds to 

tighter control over the placement of the BCP domains and therefore lower LER.  

Line edge roughness is associated with the tendency of the polymer domain to introduce 

spontaneous curvature. Entropically, the polymer would prefer to assemble with spontaneous 

curvature, as found in an unguided system. This tendency to induce curvature generates local 

variation in the line placement for a guided system. The higher the enthalpic driving force, the 

more that the entropic effects can be overcome, resulting in lower LER. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Line edge roughness comparing DSA performance on the series of GSM.   

 

All non-idealities in the DSA system are sources of penalties in the driving force for achieving 

pattern registration. The primary parameters for chemical pattern design are the guide stripe and 

backfill materials, and the pitch and width of the guide stripes. The chemistry of the chemical 
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pattern regions determines the interfacial energy between the pattern surfaces and the BCP 

domains. The interfacial energies dictate the enthalpic benefit for the BCP to epitaxially align to 

the guide stripes. In contrast, the geometric incommensurability exacerbates the entropic penalty 

when polymer chains are required to adopt conformations deviating from the unguided polymer 

behavior, which can slow or prevent pattern registration. 

The system is most sensitive to differences in driving force for DSA at short anneal times, so 

identifying the system parameters with the strongest driving force is most straight-forward at short 

annealing times. The driving force for assembly is independent of anneal time, and a pattern that 

gives better assembly at short anneal times is expected to always have the best defectivity for a 

given BCP anneal. For a given anneal time, a larger commensurability tolerance indicates that the 

chemical pattern provides a higher enthalpic gain for DSA, as it is able to overcome a larger 

entropic penalty. The simple SEM image analysis approach to identify the degree of registration 

is only sensitive to partially aligned systems, but the registration at a short anneal time could be 

correlated with vanishing defect density for an equivalent system given a longer anneal. 

Recent characterization of the chemical patterns made through the same process line as 

described in this work demonstrates that the system has additional complexity that contributes to 

the DSA. The guide stripes fabricated on this process line have broad sidewalls after trim etch and 

the sidewalls become PMMA-prefential due to plasma treatment. The resulting pattern has three 

regimes where both the resist-protected GSM and plasma-modified GSM contribute as guiding 

surfaces. When PMMA is added to the GSM, the etch characteristics and wetting behavior of the 

final surface in the chemical pattern may be different from that of the pure PS-containing GSM. 

However, dark footing regions were still observed for all GSM and the plasma modification is 

likely very similar in all cases.  
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4.5 Conclusions 

This work demonstrates the importance of the preferential wetting nature of the guide stripe in 

a chemical pattern for BCP DSA. Any reduction in the guide stripe wetting selectivity should be 

minimized in order to achieve the best DSA performance, both through defectivity and LER 

metrics. A stronger guide stripe contributes a larger enthalpic gain for alignment, increasing the 

pitch commensurability and decreasing line edge roughness. It is not clear whether a guide stripe 

can be more selective in wetting of one block than a guide stripe of matching polymer chemistry. 

However, any modification that reduces the wetting selectivity decreases the driving force for 

DSA. Such a modification impedes defect annihilation and contributes to line edge roughness in 

the assembled domains.  
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CHAPTER 5: ROOT SOURCES OF LINE EDGE ROUGHNESS IN DIRECTED SELF-

ASSEMBLY OF LAMELLAR BLOCK COPOLYMERS 

 

5.1 Abstract 

The sources of line-edge roughness (LER) in block copolymer (BCP) films prepared via 

chemoepitaxial directed self-assembly (DSA) were investigated and evaluated. A systematic 

approach was used to identify possible root causes of LER and then experimentally determine 

trends and relative magnitude of influence of the respective process variables. The possible sources 

were group broadly into two categories: those factors present in the BCP film itself and those 

coming from the chemical pattern. Qualitative trends were used to identify several key influences 

on BCP LER, most notably the chemistry (χ) and polydispersity of the BCP film and the guiding 

strength of the chemical pattern. Targeted development of designer materials will exploit this new 

insight into LER in BCP DSA to lower roughness and improve overlay performance. 

5.2 Introduction 

Block copolymer (BCP) directed self-assembly (DSA) as a technique to extend the capability 

for nanoscale patterning beyond the limit of traditional lithography has been demonstrated at the 

laboratory scale1 and is now being evaluated at the industrial scale on full 300 mm production 

tools.2-4 In chemoepitaxial DSA, a BCP film is assembled on a pattern consisting of well-defined 

regions of controllable geometry and chemistry.5 Although resolution enhancement to sub 10 nm 

half-pitch has been demonstrated with this technique,6 defect levels and placement accuracy 

remain outside industry tolerance.7 Significant effort focused on reducing defectivity, with an 

emphasis on identifying and understanding the root causes of various defect modes, has yielded 
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impressive results.8-9 To date, however, no comparable study has been undertaken to 

comprehensively address the issue of placement accuracy. 

In BCP DSA, placement accuracy is closely linked to roughness, another common industry 

performance metric. Line roughness is often expressed as having three components: line width 

roughness (LWR), line placement roughness (LER), and line edge roughness (LPR). LWR refers 

simply to the nonuniformity of line width, LER describes the variation of a given structure’s edge, 

and LPR quantitatively captures how much a line’s center deviates from its target position. These 

three measures of roughness are highly interdependent, and it can be mathematically demonstrated 

that LPR + LWR = LER. For BCP DSA, where each line is a BCP domain, the line width is 

primarily a function of the polymer size. When the polymer size distribution is very narrow, LWR 

can be suppressed so that LER effectively becomes a measure of LPR and therefore of placement 

accuracy. 

For commercial applications, rigid placement control and tight error budget motivate many 

exploratory studies to report LER as a figure of merit for quantitative evaluation. However, the 

approach is often limited to the scope of the individual study, without discussion of the “why” 

behind the number reported. Herein we attempt to discuss more thoroughly the root causes of LER 

in BCP DSA, with a focus on using our understanding of polymer thermodynamics to explain 

qualitative trends. We identify several experimental process parameters that strongly influence 

LER performance and discuss how future work can seek to mitigate the placement error in this 

technique.  
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5.3 Experimental 

5.3.1 Materials 

Crosslinking polystyrene (X-PS) (AZEMBLYTM NLD-128), P(S-r-MMA) brush 

(AZEMBLYTM NLD-127, 51% PS), P(S-b-MMA) BCP with L0 = 28 nm (AZEMBLYTM 

PME-312), and specialized brushes and BCP formulations were provided by Merck Performance 

Materials. ArF photoresist AIM5484 was purchased from JSR Micro. Orgasolv STR 301 was 

purchased from BASF. Organic solvent RER600 was purchased from Fujifilm. All materials were 

used as received. 

5.3.2 DSA process 

The chemical patterns were fabricated on a 300 mm process line devoted to DSA at the imec 

nanoelectronics R&D lab in Belgium. In the baseline process, a 13 nm silicon nitride (SiN) film 

was deposited on 300 mm Si wafers as an inorganic antireflective coating. The wafers were coated 

with an 8 nm spincast film of X-PS, then annealed at 315 °C for 5 min in a nitrogen environment 

using a TEL CLEAN TRACK ACTTM12 track. The wafers were coated with AIM5484 (95 nm) 

using a SOKUDO DUO track, exposed on an ASML 1950 immersion scanner (optimum dose = 

11 mJ, optimum focus = -0.02 μm, NA = 1.35, dipole illumination, σo = 0.98, σi = 0.86, blade 

angle = 40°) and developed to create 84 nm pitch line-space patterns of various line widths. The 

samples were etched with an oxygen-containing plasma, which simultaneously isotropically 

etched the photoresist and removed unprotected X-PS.  The remaining resist was stripped with 

Orgasolv STR 301, leaving isolated X-PS stripes on the nitride. The pattern was coated with 

backfill brush AZEMBLYTM NLD-127 (50 nm), then annealed for 5 min at 250 °C to graft the 

brush to the nitride surface. The remaining ungrafted brush was removed through rinsing with 

RER600, leaving a chemical pattern of alternating X-PS stripes and backfill brush regions. BCP 
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was spin-coated at a thickness of 35 nm and annealed at 250 °C with nitrogen purge for various 

times. The PMMA domains were removed and the resulting patterns were transferred into the 

underlying hardmask with plasma etching on a TEL TactrasTM. For some experiments, steps were 

modified or suppressed as necessary, described in the results section below. 

5.3.3 Characterization 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging was performed with a Hitachi CG5000 after 

trim etch, after PMMA domain removal, and after pattern transfer. The line width (W) of the 

photoresist structures after trim etch and the edge profiles of the BCP and silicon structures were 

measured by automated built-in Hitachi software. Line edge roughness was measured using 

LERDEMO version 2014b software on rectangular scan (0.45μm x 2.25μm) SEM images taken 

with a Hitachi CG5000. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Methodology 

The process flow used to fabricate line-space arrays from lamellae-forming block copolymers 

(BCP) is an example of chemoepitaxial directed self-assembly (DSA) and is shown in Figure 5.1 

below. This flow, known as the Liu-Nealey (LiNe) flow,2, 10 employs lithographic patterning and 

a lateral trim etch to generate patterns of cross-linked polystyrene (X-PS) which are backfilled 

with an endgrafted brush of complimentary and relatively non-preferential chemistry. The 

resulting chemical patterns are used to direct the assembly of a poly(styrene-block-methyl 

methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) thin film into a regular array of PS and PMMA lines. Selective 

removal of the PMMA domains leaves a pattern of PS lines, which can then be transferred into a 

functional material layer below. 
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Figure 5.1: A schematic of the Liu-Nealey (‘LiNe’) chemoepitaxial DSA flow used to assemble 

ordered line-space arrays of BCP domains. LER can be measured in the BCP directly (after PMMA 

removal) or in the active silicon layer (after pattern transfer). 

When investigating line-edge roughness (LER) in these samples, we can therefore measure 

after PMMA removal but before pattern transfer, or after transfer into the silicon substrate. The 

former measurements capture the LER without the compounding effects of pattern transfer and 

therefore more closely represent the roughness of the BCP structures themselves. However, since 

the measurements are taken from top-down SEM images, they do not probe the full complexity of 

LER through the depth of the BCP structures. Furthermore, the motivation for this study is the 

mitigation of roughness in the final active layer, so measurement of the lines after pattern transfer 

more closely reflects this ultimate goal. Therefore, whenever possible, measurements were 

obtained both before and after pattern transfer; in all cases, there is a good qualitative match 

between the “before” and “after” data trends. For some experimental conditions it was not possible 

to obtain measurements before pattern transfer. In these cases only the final silicon structure was 

measured, but the data trends are expected to reflect the behavior of LER in the BCP structure as 

well. After transfer into silicon, it was sometimes possible to differentiate between the “guided” 

and “unguided” lines (those formed from a PS domain aligned over an X-PS guide stripe vs. the 
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interpolated domains); in such cases the LER was binned and plotted separately. In all cases, LER 

measurements were only performed on continuous lines in large areas of defect-free assembly; 

images with alignment defects were excluded from this analysis. 

5.4.2 Approach 

In attempting to identify the root causes of LER in BCP DSA, we considered carefully the 

fundamental physics at play, beginning with an analysis of what LER represents in this system. In 

a lamellae-forming BCP film, the lines are individual phase-separated domains; the edges are the 

boundaries between the phases. Within this context, line edge roughness can therefore be 

understood as fundamentally related to the phase separation physics. Block copolymer systems 

self-assemble due to the chemical dissimilarity between the two blocks which is quantitatively 

represented by the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ (chi). The physics of phase separation 

and interfacial width are heavily influenced by this parameter, which is in turn a function of the 

chemistry of the BCP system. For these systems, chemistry is not limited to the molecular 

composition of the components but also their ratio and size distribution (symmetry and 

polydispersity). Furthermore, given the complex nature of macromolecular phase transitions, the 

thermal history of the system must be taken into account in order to identify equilibrium and quasi-

equilibrium behavior. In chemoepitaxial directed self-assembly (DSA), the BCP thin film does not 

exist in isolation but instead interacts with and is directed by the chemical pattern, which can be 

defined by its chemical and geometric parameters. For the line-space patterns considered here, 

those parameters are the chemistry of the guide stripe and background regions, and the width (W) 

and spacing (LS) of the former. Additionally, the LER of the final assembled BCP structures may 

be influenced by the spatial variation and edge roughness present in the chemical pattern itself. 

Thus, through this initial analysis, we have identified two main categories of potential root causes 
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of LER in our BCP systems: those stemming from factors intrinsic to the BCP film itself and those 

coming from the interactions of the film with the directing chemical pattern. 

BCP film 

5.4.3 BCP chemistry 

In identifying and evaluating potential root causes of LER in BCP systems, we began by 

considering the composition of the BCP film and how that influences interfacial width and 

curvature. For BCP systems, phase separation behavior is most simply described by χN, the 

product of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ (chi) and the degree of polymerization N. 

The relationship between χN and LER is shown in Figure 5.2 below and indicates that for 

increasing χN (and therefore increasing chemical dissimilarity between the two blocks), LER 

decreases significantly. This phenomenon can be understood as an effect of the sharpening of the 

interfacial width between the PS and PMMA domains due to the enthalpic penalty and resulting 

repulsion between the two blocks.11 
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Figure 5.2: LER as a function of the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ (chi), a single order 

parameter measure of BCP chemistry. Roughness decreases as χ increases. 

Block copolymer thin film composition is further described by the system’s symmetry as well 

as its polydispersity. Symmetry describes how much a lamellae-forming system deviates from the 

perfectly symmetric case of equal volume fractions of both blocks.12 The polydispersity index 

(PDI), used extensively to describe macromolecular and other systems, is a measure of uniformity 

in the size distribution of the individual polymer chains. The effect of these parameters is shown 

qualitatively in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. For a range of asymmetry in the BCP 

composition, lamellar structures are still observed but the LER is always slightly higher than for 

the symmetric (equal volume fraction) case. To investigate polydispersity, two BCP films with the 

same L0 but different PDI were compared, with the LER for the lower PDI sample significantly 

lower than that of the higher PDI sample. This result can be understood when considering the 

interfacial physics in a polydisperse system. In such a system, the BCP chains are different lengths 

and therefore cannot line up perfectly, inducing curvature in the domains and their interfaces and 

thus causing higher LER in the system overall.13-14 
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Figure 5.3: LER as a function of BCP symmetry. The symmetric (equal volume fraction of each 

domain) film yielded the lowest roughness, with asymmetric compositions showing slightly 

increased LER. 

 

Figure 5.4: The effect of polydispersity on LER. Two systems with the same L0 show markedly 

different roughness, with the lower PDI system exhibiting better performance. 
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5.4.4 BCP thermal history 

Recent studies in BCP defectivity have identified thermal annealing as one way to reduce the 

count of misalignment defects, such as dislocation pairs.8 Since these misalignment structures can 

be kinetically trapped states, they can relax to the defect-free aligned structures through additional 

annealing time or at elevated annealing temperatures. We tested the same conditions for LER, with 

the results shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 below. These graphs show that LER does not change with 

anneal time or temperature, indicating that the LER level is an intrinsic property of the particular 

BCP chemistry. Although additional annealing kinetics may help annihilate defects, once the BCP 

film achieves registration the LER does not change.  

 

Figure 5.5: LER as a function of anneal temperature at a fixed time. Elevated anneal temperatures 

had no effect on roughness performance. 
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Figure 5.6: LER as a function of anneal time at fixed temperature. Once registration is achieved, 

annealing for longer times has no impact on edge roughness. 

5.4.5 Impact of chemical pattern 

Previous work has identified the salient features of the chemical patterns used in this flow as 

both geometric and chemical in nature.1 In particular, the spacing or pitch (LS) of the guide stripes, 

the width (W) of the guide stripes, the chemistry of the guide stripes, and the chemistry of the 

backfill brush are the defining features in this chemoepitaxial flow. To investigate LER as a 

function of each of these parameters, we generated four series of chemical patterns, each fixed in 

three variables and varying in the fourth. The impact of pattern geometry on LER is shown in 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 below. 
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Figure 5.7: LER on chemical patterns with varying guide stripe width (W), at three different 

pitches. There is no correlation between LER and W.
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Figure 5.8: LER as a function of guide stripe pitch (LS) at different guide stripe widths. LER 

decreased with tightened pitch, right up to the breakdown point where the BCP film no longer 

registers on the chemical pattern due to geometric mismatch. 

As can be seen in Figure 5.7, guide stripe width has no effect on LER. In contrast, guide stripe 

pitch (Figure 5.8) does impact LER, with roughness lower at tighter pitches. For our system, we 

are using a BCP with a natural period (L0) of 28 nm at 3x density multiplication, so a guide stripe 

pitch (LS) of 84 nm is at the relaxed, equilibrium spacing of the domain. At broader pitches, the 

BCP domains are in extension, exerting stress on the domains and leading to a small additional 

degree of roughness along the line to relieve the stress. For pitches tighter than 84 nm, the BCP 

domains are in compression and the line edge roughness is diminished. However, other defect 

modes increase in frequency at these non-optimal pitches, so the benefit of the small decrease in 

LER is outweighed by the negative effect of higher defectivity. It is also possible that the additional 

defectivity is partially responsible for the decreased LER. For example, when disclination defects 

form, they provide sites of high interfacial curvature where polymer chains of abnormal length 
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(either longer or shorter than average) can reside with a lower enthalpic penalty. The effect on the 

system is to locally decrease the polydispersity, removing sources of curvature and therefore LER. 

As an extension of our investigation of the impact of guide stripe pitch (LS) on LER, we also 

considered density multiplication factor. In this resolution-enhancing flow, LS is set by the pitch 

of the lithographic pre-pattern and is chosen to be an integer multiple of the natural period of the 

block copolymer L0, where that integer is defined as the density multiplication factor. For the 

majority of this work, we used 3x as our density multiplication, but we also compared this setup 

to a higher density multiplication factor (4x), with the higher density multiplication factor showing 

noticeably larger LER (Figure 5.9). At higher density multiplication factors, a smaller fraction of 

the BCP domains are directly guided, allowing the system more flexibility to adopt locally curved 

interfaces and thus causing a higher degree of edge roughness. 

 

Figure 5.9: LER of the same BCP on chemical patterns with two different density multiplication 

factors. The lower density multiplication factor (3x) has a higher fraction of directly guided BCP 

domains and therefore shows better roughness performance than the higher density multiplication 

factor (4x). 
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We also looked at the effect on LER of pattern chemistry, both of the guide stripe and the 

backfill brush. To test the effect of guide stripe chemistry, we prepared samples with four different 

guide stripe materials, ranging in composition from 100% polystyrene (standard process) to lower 

styrene fraction (but still styrene-majority) materials. To test the impact of backfill brush 

chemistry, we prepared chemical patterns with brushes across a range of composition. The brushes 

were all poly(styrene-random-methyl methacrylate) (PS-r-PMMA) but ranged in composition 

from moderately majority styrene to moderately majority methyl methacrylate. The results are 

shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 below. 

 

Figure 5:10: The impact of guide stripe composition (chemistry) on LER. At higher styrene 

fractions, the chemical affinity between guide stripe and guided domain was increased, resulting 

in a lower measured edge roughness. 
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Figure 5.11: LER as a function of backfill chemistry. Roughness was minimized at a backfill 

composition slightly more PMMA-rich than the standard, non-preferential chemistry used in the 

process-of-record (POR) flow. This decrease in roughness was minimal (< 0.1 nm), however, and 

increased defectivity at this backfill composition negated any improved LER performance. 

Compared to the baseline brush composition used in our standard process, a slightly more 

PMMA-preferential brush shows a slight reduction in LER, whereas all other cases showed 

worsened roughness performance. However, at this lower-LER brush composition, other defect 

modes such as registration defects increased significantly, more than offsetting any potential 

benefit from lower roughness. On the other hand, the trend present for guide stripe chemistry 

(Figure 5.10) showed promise as a way to decrease LER below current levels. When the styrene 

fraction of the guide stripe was decreased, LER increased significantly. To understand this result, 

we consider the equilibrium thermodynamics in directed self-assembly. At equilibrium, 

registration occurs because the enthalpic benefit of interaction between guide stripe and guided 

domains overcomes the entropic penalty of confining the BCP domains to that particular 

configuration. When the composition of the guide stripe matches the chemistry of the guided 

domain, that enthalpic benefit is maximized. Conversely, when the chemistry of the guide stripes 

is different from that of the guided domain, the enthalpic benefit of tight registration is weakened, 
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allowing relaxed domain curvature and therefore increased LER. For this data set, the lowest LER 

point is already observed at 100% styrene in the guide stripe so the styrene fraction cannot be 

increased, but there are other ways to improve the chemistry mismatch between the guide stripe 

and guided domain. Recent work has shown that the X-PS guide stripes generated in this flow 

undergo chemical modification through the processing steps, most notably the trim etch and brush 

grafting steps, and therefore do not represent strongly PS-preferential native styrene chemistry. 

Further development of the flow to reduce the chemical modification of the guide stripe could 

therefore be instrumental in reducing LER below its current measured value. 

In addition to the above parameters, we also looked at roughness in the lithographic prepattern 

to see how that translated into roughness at the BCP level. To do so, we used three different off-

axis illumination (OAI) settings to increase roughness in the exposure step, shown in the top row 

of Figure 5.12 below. Since the target features are line-space patterns, dipole illumination produces 

the lowest roughness in the photoresist, while quadrupole (“c-quad” on ASML scanners) is less 

optimal for these features and produces some roughness. Annular illumination is poorly suited for 

line-space arrays and produces the structures with the greatest LER at the lithography step. After 

processing, LER was again measured after PMMA removal, with representative results shown in 

the bottom row of Figure 5.12. (Measurements were also attempted after the trim etch step, but 

due to imaging constraints and poor material contrast it proved impossible to extract and measure 

edge profiles of the trim-etched lines.) In all cases, the LER was improved from PR to BCP, 

indicating that BCP DSA has a “healing” effect on edge roughness,15 similar to the effect shown 

for placement accuracy in past work.16-18 When LER in the lithographic prepattern exceeded 5 nm, 

a corresponding increase in LER in the BCP structures was observed. However, when the LER 

after lithography was below 5 nm, no further reduction in roughness in the BCP film was observed. 
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The small degree of roughness observed is innately present in the BCP system, seemingly due to 

the film’s chemical composition, polydispersity, and other parameters described in the preceding 

sections, but is lower than the roughness of the prepattern. Further improvements in BCP LER 

performance must therefore come from the chemistry of the system rather than efforts aimed solely 

at improving the roughness of the chemical pattern. 

 

Figure 5.12: LER after lithography (top) and after PMMA removal (bottom) for three different 

off-axis illumination settings. For very rough lithographic pre-patterns, additional roughness was 

observed in the BCP structures. However, when the LER after lithography was below around 5 

nm, no additional change was observed in the BCP structures regardless of how smooth the 

photoresist lines were. 

Film thickness was one other factor considered for our study, but investigation into its impact 

on LER presented significant challenges. Ongoing work suggests that roughness varies through 

the film thickness, with a significantly lower roughness at the bottom of the film compared to the 
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top in some cases. At the same time, measuring LER through edge profile detection requires 

imaging at a set depth from the surface in order to have data sets that can be properly compared. 

Since deconvolution of the effects of imaging depth from thickness-induced roughness would be 

effectively impossible, this factor was not further investigated. 

5.5 Summary and Conclusions 

In this investigation, we built on many years of theoretical and experimental studies focused 

on elucidating the fundamental physics and thermodynamics at play in block copolymer phase 

equilibria in the presence of guiding chemical patterns. Through this knowledge, we were able to 

carefully consider the influence of various parameters in chemoepitaxial DSA on line-edge 

roughness in these BCP systems. Several factors contribute to LER in BCP DSA, but three 

parameters play a particular important role: the chemistry of the BCP film, described by the Flory-

Huggins interaction parameter χ (chi); the polydispersity of the BCP system; and the strength of 

interaction between the guide stripe and guided domain. Each of these factors has a strong 

thermodynamic argument that both explains and is supported by the experimental evidence. To 

achieve the best roughness performance, BCP systems with high-χ chemistry and low 

polydispersity must be synthesized, with complimentary strong guiding substrates. Designer 

materials targeting these characteristics will provide an avenue to achieving industry tolerance for 

roughness and placement accuracy, and enable integration of BCP DSA into advanced patterning 

applications. 
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CHAPTER 6: THE USE OF LAYER-BY-LAYER DEPOSITED FILMS TO CONTROL 

BLOCK COPOLYMER DOMAIN ORIENTATION 

 

6.1 Abstract 

Alternating layers of poly(vinyl dimethylazlactone) (PVDMA) and branched poly(ethylene 

imine) (BPEI) were used to create amine-functional layer-by-layer (LbL) deposited films on 

various substrates. Polymer brushes of tunable composition were grafted to these films to create 

surfaces of controlled chemistry and surface energy. Grafting behavior kinetics were investigated 

both in the melt and from solution using ellipsometry. In the melt, grafting temperature is the 

dominant parameter: below Tg grafting does not occur, but above Tg grafting rapidly reaches 

saturation. In the solution phase grafting can occur at room temperature but the time scales are 

much longer; grafting rates can be accelerated through the use of polyfunctional chemical mats. 

Thin films of lamellae-forming block copolymer (BCP) were coated on the functionalized 

surfaces; through selection of the brush chemistry, BCP domain orientation could be controlled. 

Perpendicular assembly of poly(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate) domains was achieved on 

topographic surfaces coated with functionalized LbL films and grafted random copolymer brushes 

of 57% styrene composition. 

6.2 Introduction 

Block copolymer (BCP) thin films have attracted a growing degree of attention due to their 

ability to phase separate and self-assemble at the nanoscale.1 By controlling the orientation of the 

phases, or domains, of the BCP thin film, commercially relevant structures can be produced for 

many applications, including membrane separation,2 nanopatterning,3 and energy storage.4 The 

orientation of BCP domains in a thin film is a function of many factors including film thickness, 
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substrate roughness, and surface energies of the respective blocks.5-7 However, even when these 

other factors are controlled, BCP domain orientation in a thin film is still dictated by the surface 

energetics – and therefore chemistry – of the supporting substrate.6 In order to modify the surface 

energy of the substrate, it often must be coated with an additional layer of tunable chemistry. In 

one approach, developed by Mansky and expanded by others, polymer brushes of tunable 

composition are grafted to a supporting substrate.8-9 Another representative approach uses thiol 

self-assembled monolayers on gold-coated surfaces.10 In these and similar methods, the underlying 

substrate must be chemically functional to allow grafting or deposition of the layer with tunable 

chemistry. 

A recent trend in manufacturing processing has been the increased emphasis on high-volume 

manufacturing (HVM) methods. One example of HVM is roll-to-roll (R2R) processing, where a 

flexible substrate is passed along rollers and coated, treated, or processed in a continuous manner. 

The substrate used for such processing must possess adequate mechanical strength and processing 

compatibility, but materials that meet these criteria may not have ideal or even any chemical 

functionality for coating with other films of tunable surface energy. Similarly, some three-

dimensional structures cannot be coated with spin-casting or other approaches typically used for 

planar substrates. Layer-by-layer (LbL) deposited films provide an alternate approach to achieve 

tunable wetting behavior on these and other substrates.11 These films are deposited using a cyclical 

process of alternating half-steps, where each half-step involves the self-limiting deposition of a 

layer of a particular polymer chemistry; alternating chemistries react to form bonds between the 

species and grow the LbL film.12 Due to the nature of the deposition mechanism and self-limiting 

growth during each half-step, the films coat any substrate conformally and uniformly; the final 

thickness of the film is determined simply by the number of half-steps used in the process. 
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Due to their advantageous properties for a wide variety of thin-film applications, LbL films 

have been the subject of many past studies. Some have focused on the use of polyelectrolyte 

systems of polycations and polyanions, where electrostatic interactions hold the films together.12 

However, these films are not ideally suited for certain applications, since those interactions can be 

disrupted and the LbL films subsequently broken down by changes in pH, the presence of aqueous 

media, exposure to high temperatures, or other external factors.13 Another class of LbL films uses 

covalently cross-linking polymers that possess complementary chemistry. One example of this last 

class that has been the subject of a number of recent studies is a polyazlactone/polyamine system.14 

Constrained azlactone groups undergo nucleophilic attack by primary amines in a ‘click’-type 

ring-opening reaction, resulting in substantial, rapid crosslinking between polymers containing 

these two groups. LbL films fabricated using these materials have been shown to be tunably thick, 

have adequate structural integrity, and coat conformally and uniformly on a wide variety of 

materials and substrates including horsehair, cotton fiber networks, paper, and gauze.15 

Additionally, these LbL films are necessarily chemically functional: if the last half-step is coating 

by a polyazlactone, they are azlactone-functional and can react with primary amines, and the 

inverse is also true. Their chemical functionality was a motivation for several recent studies, where 

amines such as n-decylamine or D-glucamine were covalently bound to the LbL stack to produce 

substrates with tunable wetting behavior ranging from hydrophilic to superhydrophobic.16 

The method here of using conformal LbL films to functionalize any substrate geometry or 

chemistry can be married with the approach outlined earlier of using grafted end-functional 

polymer brushes of tunable chemistry to control surface energetics, and the resulting combination 

offers an avenue to realize the benefits of both techniques simultaneously. By using amine-

functionalized polymer brushes, we can graft a layer of tunable composition and therefore surface 
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chemistry on an azlactone-functional LbL film, opening up the possibility of directing the 

orientation of BCP thin films on a variety of flexible or topographic substrates. Herein we report 

efforts to characterize the grafting behavior of various amine-functional polymers and progress in 

directing the orientation of BCP domains on a non-planar substrate. 

6.3 Experimental 

6.3.1 Materials 

Branched poly(ethylene imine) (BPEI, Mn = 10 000, Mw = 25 000; ratio of 

primary:secondary:tertiary amines = 1:1.2:0.76) and poly(vinyl dimethylazlactone) (PVDMA) 

were a kind gift from Dr. David Lynn at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. Amino-terminated 

polystyrene (PS-NH2, Mn =  32 kg mol-1, Mw = 33 kg mol-1), amino-terminated poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA-NH2, Mn =  30 kg mol-1, Mw = 54 kg mol-1), nonfunctional polystyrene 

(PS, Mn = 25 kg mol-1, Mw = 26 kg mol-1 ), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, Mn = 37 kg mol-

1, Mw = 38 kg mol-1), and poly(styrene-block-methyl methacrylate) (P(S-b-MMA), Mn = 37-37 kg 

mol-1  for each block) were purchased from Polymer Source and used as received. Acetone, 

toluene, and chlorobenzene were purchased from Fischer Scientific and used as received. End-

hydroxyl-functional poly(styrene-random-methyl methacrylate) (P(S-r-MMA), styrene fraction 

0.57) was purchased from Polymer Source and the functionality was changed to end-amine in the 

procedure shown here: 
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Prime silicon <100> wafers were purchased from WRS Materials and cleaned with piranha 

solution (3:7 v/v 30% H2O2:H2SO4) at 130 °C for 30 min, rinsed with deionized water, dried under 

N2, and used immediately. 

6.3.2 Layer-by-layer film deposition 

Solutions of BPEI and PVDMA in acetone were prepared at concentrations of 20 mM with 

respect to the repeat unit. Silicon wafers were cleaned using piranha solution and used 

immediately. The wafers were cut into small strips (1/4” x 1”) and dip-coated first in the solution 

of BPEI for 30 s, followed by two 30 s rinses in fresh acetone, and then in the solution of PVDMA 

for 30 s, followed by two 30 s rinses in fresh acetone. This process was repeated to build up a 

layer-by-layer deposited film with seven bilayers. The films were then dried under nitrogen and 

used immediately or stored under vacuum in a desiccator to prevent loss of azlactone functionality. 

6.3.3 Brush grafting from the melt 

Solutions of 1.5% (w/w) polymer in chlorobenzene were prepared and spin-coated on LbL-

functionalized substrates at 3000 rpm for 30 s. Brushes were annealed at 160 °C under vacuum for 

12 h unless otherwise explicitly noted. 

6.3.4 Brush grafting from solution 

Solutions of 1.5% (w/w) polymer in chlorobenzene were prepared, and LbL-functionalized 

substrates were submerged in these solutions at room temperature for various lengths of time. The 

substrates were immediately rinsed with pure chlorobenzene after removal from solution to 

prevent uneven drying and dewetting of the films. 

6.3.5 Characterization 

Static water contact angle measurements were obtained using a Dataphysics OCAH230L 

contact angle measurement system. A syringe dispensed 5 μL drops of deionized water, which 
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were measured after 0.3 s of stabilization. Film thicknesses were determined using a Gaertner LSE 

ellipsometer (632.8 nm, incident angle = 70°). Scanning electron microscopy images were 

obtained using a LEO 1550 VP field-emission SEM. Atomic force microscopy was performed on 

a Bruker Nanoscope IIIa Multimode 5 AFM in tapping mode. 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

6.4.1 Generation of layer-by-layer deposited films 

Using a previously reported method, we fabricated samples coated with layer-by-layer 

deposited bilayer films of alternating branched poly(ethylene imine) (BPEI) and poly(vinyl 

dimethylazlactone) (PVDMA), as shown in Figure 6.1. These two chemistries are complementary: 

the constrained azlactone ring structures in the PVDMA pendant groups undergo nucleophilic 

attack by the primary amine groups of BPEI in a ‘click’-type reaction, allowing formation of a 

heavily crosslinked system when these polymers are mixed. However, since neither polymer reacts 

with itself, this crosslinking can be controlled to make films of tunable thickness. In depositing 

these films, we always began with BPEI because its hyperbranched nature makes it “sticky” on 

the molecular level, enabling it to adhere to nanoscopic irregularities in the structural substrate and 

remain stuck to the substrate even after subsequent rinsing. We then submerged the samples in a 

solution of PVDMA and agitated the solutions to accelerate diffusion. PVDMA molecules in 

solution that come in contact with the adsorbed BPEI on the substrate undergo the ‘click’-type 

reaction described above until the entire substrate is covered with a thin layer of PVDMA. At this 

point, no further reaction can occur, since the BPEI has effectively “saturated” with PVDMA; the 

film growth is thus self-limiting. The samples are removed from solution and rinsed to remove any 

physically adsorbed but unreacted polymer, leaving a complete bilayer of BPEI/PVDMA with the 

top chemistry being PVDMA. The samples are then submerged in a solution of BPEI and agitated 
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to drive a similar self-limited crosslinking reaction with BPEI. Past work has shown that self-

limited saturation of each layer occurs in less than 5 seconds in an unagitated solution, but we used 

30 second dips with agitation to ensure complete reaction. This method of alternately dipping the 

samples in solutions of BPEI and PVDMA, with rinses between each dip step is known as ‘layer-

by-layer’ (LbL) deposition; the bilayer films produced can be built up in a linear manner to the 

desired thickness. Ellipsometric measurements show that each half-layer has a thickness of roughly 

3.5 nm, with each bilayer therefore being roughly 7 nm thick; for all our experiments, we used 

films of seven bilayers, corresponding to an overall thickness of roughly 50 nm. 
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Figure 6.1: Top: Representative chemical structures of poly(vinyl dimethylazlactone) (PVDMA) 

and (hyper)branched poly(ethylene imine) (BPEI) used in this work. BPEI has a mix of primary, 

secondary, and tertiary amine groups. Bottom: Schematic of process used to generate functional 

LbL films. A clean substrate is dip-coated with a BPEI solution and rinsed, and then dip-coated 

with a solution of the complimentary PVDMA chemistry and rinsed. The process is repeated seven 

times to build up a bilayer film roughly 50 nm thick with top azlactone functionality. The azlactone 

group undergoes a ‘click’-type ring-opening reaction with nucleophiles such as primary amines, 

enabling the grafting of end-amine functional molecules of any type to the substrate. Here we show 

a cartoon representation of a short polystyrene chain grafting to the functionalized LbL film. 

By using PVDMA rather than BPEI as the final chemistry (i.e. an even number of layers, or 

equivalently an integer number of bilayers), we can control not only the thickness of the overall 

film but also the chemical functionality of its top surface. The constrained-ring azlactone 

functionality of the top layer is susceptible to attack from a number of nucleophilic species 

including water, necessitating use of dry solvents when possible and storage of samples under dry 

nitrogen or vacuum to preserve their functionality until use. More interestingly, however, these 

azlactone rings react with any primary amine, and past work has demonstrated how various end-
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amine-functional molecules can be grafted to the LbL substrate to create surfaces of any desired 

chemistry. Other past work has used end-grafted polymer brushes of tunable composition to  direct 

the domain orientation of block copolymer (BCP) thin films on planar substrates. Here we combine 

the ideas of LbL functionality with tunable composition of end-grafted polymer brushes, 

depositing the brushes from both the melt and solution. We discuss the results of each approach in 

turn and culminate with our efforts to direct the assembly of BCP structures on topographic 

substrates. 

6.4.2 Deposition from the melt 

Our first experiments sought to characterize deposition behavior of polymer brushes from the 

melt. In these experiments, substrates prepared as described above were spin-coated with end-

amine-functional polystyrene (PS-NH2) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA-NH2) 

homopolymer brushes and thermally annealed. Thermal annealing of the samples was performed 

at 160°C (well above Tg of the polymer brushes) to give the brushes sufficient mobility to explore 

configuration space and graft to the LbL substrate. Other LbL films used as controls were coated 

with non-functionalized homopolymer PS and PMMA and thermally annealed with the same 

treatement. After annealing, the samples were rinsed to remove any ungrafted polymer, and the 

resulting films were characterized using water contact angle and ellipsometry; the results are 

shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2: Ellipsometry (left) and goniometry (right) results characterizing brush deposition from 

the melt on LbL films. End-amine functional brushes clearly graft to the LbL film while 

nonfunctional polymers of the same chemistry and similar molecular weight do not. The water 

contact angle (WCA) of the LbL films does not change appreciably after grafting of PMMA-NH2 

but does change dramatically after grafting of PS-NH2. 

As can be seen from the ellipsometry results, both PS-NH2 and PMMA-NH2 brushes grafted 

to the LbL-coated substrates to a thickness of around 7 nm, which is the saturation thickness of a 

PS or PMMA brush of this particular molecular weight. Meanwhile, the non-functional 

homopolymers did not graft at all and were simply rinsed away after anneal. Indeed, there was a 

slight decrease in film thickness (~1 nm, or roughly 2% of the ~50 nm total thickness of the LbL 

film) after treatment with the non-functional homopolymers, indicating possibly that over time the 

LbL films become more tightly cross-linked. Since the motivation for this work is to control the 

wetting behavior of the LbL/brush system, we measured the sessile water contact angle (WCA) of 

each of the films in question. The contact angle of the PMMA-NH2 brush was found to be 67°, 

which is that of a simple PMMA film. However, since the WCA of the native LbL film is roughly 

the same (68°), this result does not conclusively demonstrate that the wetting behavior of the 

system was changed. In contrast, the WCA of the PS-NH2 brush was found to be 92°, the same as 

a simple PS film. This WCA is markedly different from that of the LbL film, demonstrating 

conclusively that the PS-NH2 brush is grafted to and changes the wetting behavior of the LbL top 

surface. To further investigate the wetting behavior of the films, we cast a lamellae-forming PS-
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block-PMMA BCP on each of the substrates at a thickness of 1.25 L0 (~50 nm) and assembled it 

by thermal annealing, with the results shown in Figure 6.3. On the PS-NH2 coated film, the BCP 

formed islands, indicative of a PS-wetting surface, but on the PMMA-NH2 coated film, the BCP 

formed holes, indicative of a PMMA-wetting surface. These results further confirm our hypothesis 

that the wetting behavior of the LbL top surface can be changed by grafting an end-functional 

polymer brush to it, and the exact wetting behavior can be tuned by changing the composition of 

that brush. 

 

Figure 6.3: Formation of BCP islands (left) and holes (right) on LbL films coated with PS and 

PMMA brushes, respectively. These structures are indicative of strongly preferential surfaces. 

Both the hole and island morphologies observed on the preferential substrates in Figure 6.3 

form with the domains parallel to the substrate, but for many commercial applications, 

perpendicularly-oriented domains are preferable. For a lamellae-forming BCP, these vertical 

structures manifest as “fingerprint” morphology in top-down SEM images. In order for fingerprint 

to form on a given substrate, that surface must be sufficiently non-preferential to both blocks to 

allow the BCP to adopt this preferred configuration. While film thickness, surface energy of the 

blocks, substrate topography, and other factors play a role in determining how non-preferential the 

surface can be and still permit perpendicular assembly, there is generally a range of surface 

chemistries that comprise this non-preferential “window.” For a P(S-b-MMA) block copolymer, a 
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surface treated with a random copolymer of styrene and methyl methacrylate (P(S-r-MMA)) can 

satisfy this condition when the fractions of each monomer are roughly equivalent. Though the 

exact numbers can vary from system to system, it has generally been reported that a styrene 

fraction between 0.45 and 0.65 in a random copolymer brush allows perpendicular assembly. 

Therefore, to induce perpendicular assembly on the LbL system, we grafted an end-amine 

functional P(S-r-MMA) brush with a styrene fraction of 0.57 by the same process as described 

above and assembled a BCP on the structure. As can be seen in Figure 6.4, the BCP assembled on 

this brush, grafted to an LbL film, adopts the fingerprint morphology indicative of a non-

preferential surface. 

 

Figure 6.4: Fingerprint morphology observed on LbL film coated with a non-preferential random 

copolymer P(S-r-MMA) brush (styrene fraction 0.57). 

To better understand the kinetics of brush grafting, we performed a series of experiments at 

various time scales, coating LbL samples with PS-NH2 brushes and annealing them for various 

lengths of time at 160°C, then rinsing to remove ungrafted brush. The film thickness before and 

after grafting was measured with ellipsometry and the results are shown in Figure 6.5a. Note that 

in this curve, the horizontal (time) axis crosses the vertical (thickness) axis at a value of 12 nm to 

better illustrate the relevant behavior of the data trend. It can be seen that even at very short anneal 

times (3 minutes), the brush grafts to over 13 nm, close to the saturation thickness of 15 nm; 

saturation is itself reached after only 30 minutes of grafting. This saturation curve is much sharper 
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than that of an end-hydroxyl functional polystyrene brush (PS-OH) grafting to a SiOx substrate 

via dehydration, a process that has been used in much of our past work (see supplemental 

information). However, the difference is easily understood. Dehydration reactions are slow and 

take place at an appreciable rate only at elevated temperatures, requiring thermal annealing for 

long periods of time, since the grafting process is reaction kinetically limited. In contrast, the ring-

opening ‘click’-type reaction between a primary amine and the azlactone group is a fast, 

irreversible process even at room temperature, indicating that the grafting process is instead 

diffusion limited for the LbL films. While the grafting process is very fast at room temperature, 

polymer mobility and diffusion is quite suppressed. To test the effect of grafting temperature, a 

series of LbL samples was coated with PS-NH2 brush, annealed for a fixed time of 120 minutes at 

a temperatures ranging from 70°C to 150°C, and rinsed to remove ungrafted brush. The difference 

in film thickness before and after grafting is plotted in Figure 6.5b, with a curve fit to the data 

shown to guide the eye. In this plot, brushes annealed at temperatures below Tg (~100°C) did not 

graft to a substantial thickness, while those well above Tg grafted to saturation thickness. These 

data provide further evidence that the grafting rate is limited by the mobility and diffusion of the 

polymer chains and therefore that operating above Tg is necessary for deposition from the melt. 
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Figure 6.5: Film thickness increase from grafting a PS-NH2 brush to an LbL film (a) for different 

times but fixed temperature of 160°C and (b) for different temperatures but fixed time of 120 

minutes. 

6.4.3 Deposition from solution 

As we have shown in the preceding paragraphs, polymer brushes of tunable composition and 

wetting behavior can be grafted rapidly and irreversibly via a ‘click’-type reaction, even at low 

temperatures. However, due to polymer mobility requirements, grafting from the melt requires 

operating at elevated temperatures, which may not be suitable for all applications. For example, 

primary amines can undergo a transesterification/amidation reaction with the side chains of a 

PMMA molecule, which complicated some of our initial experimental trials. One avenue to 

enhanced mobility at lower (or even room) temperatures is grafting brushes from solution instead 

of from the melt. In this approach, LbL samples are submerged in a solution of end-amine 

functional polymer brush, which diffuses through the solvent and grafts to the azlactone 

functionality of the LbL-coated substrate upon contact. This next section discusses our results 

employing this approach. In parallel with experiments from the melt, we submerged samples in a 

range of dilute polymer solutions where the polymer content was a mixture of PS-NH2 and 

PMMA-NH2 blended in various ratios. These ratios ran the full range from pure PS-NH2 to pure 
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PMMA-NH2 in 20% increments. The samples were allowed to stand for 24 hours to achieve 

grafting saturation, then rinsed, coated with a BCP thin film, and annealed. The films were then 

characterized using SEM and AFM, and representative images are shown in Figure 4.6. On the 

substrates that had been coated with pure PS or PMMA brushes, the films exhibited hole/island 

morphology (left side of Figure 6.6), in agreement with the behavior observed for the parallel 

experiment from the melt. Similarly, on the samples that had been left in solutions of primarily PS 

or PMMA, hole/island morphology was also observed. On the samples that were submerged in the 

solutions of the 40/60 and 60/40 mixtures of PS/PMMA, however, fingerprint structures were 

observed (right side of Figure 6.6), indicating that these substrates were sufficiently non-

preferential to permit perpendicular assembly. 
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Figure 6.6: BCP assembly on LbL films coated with solutions of polymer brushes. The sample on 

the left was coated with a 40%/60% mixture of PS/PMMA brushes, whereas the sample on the 

right was coated with a solution of only PS brush. The inset confirms the formation of islands 40 

nm in height. 

Two points should be noted here, as this observation may appear initially to be in disagreement 

with past results. First of all, the non-preferential composition window appears to be much larger 

than previously reported for random copolymer brushes on planar substrates. However, it has also 

been reported that slight roughness or topography in a substrate can also induce perpendicular 

assembly. Since these LbL films have been shown to have a nontrivial degree of nanoscopic 

roughness, it is reasonable that the composition window supporting perpendicular assembly would 

be larger than for flat surfaces. The second point is that a similar approach of mixing homopolymer 

brushes and depositing from the melt was tried by Ji et al. but that effort was largely unsuccessful. 

In their work, the authors concluded that since PS and PMMA phase separate, a mixture of these 
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brushes graft in a highly inhomogeneous manner, creating large, irregular regions of primarily PS 

or primarily PMMA. Such a surface does not behave as a non-preferential substrate when a BCP 

is assembled on top of it; instead the BCP orients with domains parallel to the surface but wets 

with its PS or PMMA domain, depending on the local chemistry. To overcome the phase separation 

behavior, the authors introduced a large amount (as much as 85% by weight) of short copolymer 

chains into the PS/PMMA brush mixture to act as an emulsifying agent and prevent formation of 

large areas of principally one grafted chemistry and enable perpendicular assembly. In our system, 

however, the homopolymer brush blends grafted to form apparently homogeneous surfaces, even 

in the absence of an emulsifying agent. This seeming contradiction, however, is easily understood 

when we consider that when the polymer brushes are in solution, they do not phase separate to 

form domains of one chemistry or another. Instead, the brushes diffuse relatively unimpeded 

through the solution and irreversibly graft upon contact between the end-amine functionality and 

an unopened azlactone ring on the LbL surface. It is therefore possible to achieve a uniform surface 

of polymer brush chemistry that reflects the composition of the solution, even when the constituent 

solute molecules are species that would phase separate in the bulk, and furthermore to use this 

approach to make tunably non-preferential surfaces on LbL-coated substrates. 

To determine the rate and mechanism for brush grafting, a set of LbL samples was placed in a 

solution of PS-NH2 and several of them were removed at particular time intervals, rinsed to remove 

excess polymer, and evaluated using ellipsometry and water contact angle. The film thickness 

difference before and after grafting was plotted as function of time, with the results shown in 

Figure 6.7. The trend through time appears to asymptotically approach a saturation limit, indicated 

by the horizontal dashed line. When discussing how to mathematically fit the data, we consider a 

few simplifying assumptions that can aid in developing a model. First, the amount of polymer 
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brush in solution is large enough that even after grafting to saturation, the concentration remains 

effectively unchanged and can therefore be treated as constant through the experiment when the 

samples are first submerged in the solution, they by necessity experience some agitation simply 

because of the experimental setup. During agitation, the solution circulates rapidly over the LbL 

surface, and the frequency of collisions between polymer brush solute and the substrate is high, 

leading to a similarly high rate of brush grafting. Furthermore, during this initial period, only a 

few, isolated chains are grafted and therefore there is very little surface coverage by the brushes. 

The effect of the agitation combined with the relatively exposed substrate leads to an almost 

instantaneous grafting rate right at the beginning of the process. After the initial short time interval, 

we hypothesize that the system enters a second regime of grafting behavior, characterized by 

limitations on the grafting rate. These limitations come partly from the diffusion-limited kinetics 

of polymer chains coming in contact with the surface, but our assumption of an effectively constant 

concentration of polymers in solution means that this factor is similarly constant through time and 

therefore does not vary during the course of the experiment. A second limitation, however, is the 

availability or accessibility of grafting sites (unreacted azlactone groups) on the LbL surface. As 

brushes graft, they impede further grafting at adjacent sites; as the average brush film thickness 

grows, the accessibility of grafting sites further decreases. We predict that the rate of grafting is 

therefore proportional to the accessibility of the grafting sites, which is itself proportional to the 

film thickness. The rate of film thickness growth is therefore proportional to the film thickness, 

suggesting an exponential fit. However, the initial fast grafting regime contributes a nonzero brush 

thickness at effectively zero time, so we model the data with an offset exponential fit of the form: 

𝑙(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑠𝑎𝑡 · (1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝛼𝑡)) + 𝑙𝑜𝑓𝑓 

where α is a time constant, loff is the offset thickness of the film from the rapid grafting at t = 0, 
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and lsat is the additional thickness past offset to reach saturation. The values of these parameters 

are displayed in Table 6.1, and the fit is overlaid on the data in Figure 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.7: Saturation curve of end-functional polystyrene brush grafted from the melt. The 

overlaid red curve is an exponential regression fit. The coefficients for the curve are shown in 

Table 6.1. 

 
Table 6.1: Equation and parameters for exponential regression fit of data shown in Figure 6.7. The 

brush grafts to a thickness of 2.6 nm almost immediately (the “offset thickness”) and then adds an 

additional 9.8 nm to reach the 12.4 nm saturation thickness. 

As can be seen from these results, the grafting kinetics are diffusion limited and quite slow at 

the concentration of polymer solution used (1.5% w/w). To accelerate the grafting rate, 

experimental conditions can be adjusted. For example, by increasing the solute concentration or 

agitating the solution, the frequency of interactions between the end-functionality of the polymer 

brushes and the azlactone groups of the surface can be increased. Alternately, by increasing the 

number of primary amine groups on the polymer brush itself, additional functionality and therefore 

higher grafting rates can theoretically be achieved. To test this hypothesis, we synthesized a 
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random copolymer of styrene and 4-(aminomethyl)styrene, P(S-r-S(NH2)). LbL samples were 

submerged in a solution of this polymer and a similar time study was conducted, where a few 

samples were removed at each time interval, rinsed to remove excess polymer, and measured with 

ellipsometry, contact angle, and BCP wetting behavior. The ellipsometric results are shown in 

Figure 6.8 and follow a trend similar to that observed in Figure 6.7, though with two notable 

differences. The first is that the first part of the curve is much steeper, suggesting that a much 

higher initial rate of grafting occurs with the polyfunctional styrene. The second difference is that 

while this polymer has a molecular weight similar to that of the end-functional PS, the saturation 

thickness is only about 3 nm, or 25% of the saturation thickness of the end-functional brush. Both 

differences have immediately intuitive explanations when we consider the grafting mechanism of 

a polyfunctional brush. In contrast with an end-functional brush, which can only graft when its 

primary amine end encounters an active azlactone group, the polyfunctional P(S-r-S(NH2)) can 

graft at multiple points along the chain. Once one point is tethered to the surface, the other points 

have a much higher likelihood of also encountering the surface, producing a rapid grafting effect. 

Since the polymer is grafted at multiple points, however, it cannot adopt the entropically favored 

random coil configuration and instead lies tethered along the substrate. In contrast, the end-

functional brush has only one point in contact with the surface, leaving the remainder of the 

polymer chain to stretch away from the substrate and giving rise to much thicker polymer brush 

films. In spite of the significantly lower thickness of the polyfunctional styrene, WCA and BCP 

assembly results (not shown) showed PS-wetting behavior on all samples, even at a brush thickness 

of only 2 nm. This results suggest that thin layers of polyfunctional polymers of tunable 

composition coated on LbL films can serve as a platform with highly controllable surface energy 

and wetting behavior, both for control of BCP assembly and other potential applications. 
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Figure 6.8: Saturation curve for poly-amine-functional PS grafted from solution. Saturation 

thickness for this film is around 3 nm. 

6.4.4 Tunable surface energetics on topographic substrates 

Much past work has focused on developing methods to tune surface energy and direct BCP 

assembly on planar substrates but LbL films provide an avenue to controlling the surface 

energetics of a broad range of three-dimensional shapes and topographic surfaces as well as 

flexible substrates. Furthermore, other work on controlling surface energies of topographic 

substrates has typically required use of that substrate’s chemistry as a functional platform for 

grafting or other reaction, necessarily limiting the possible options to those with working chemical 

functionality. In contrast, LbL films can be treated to take on any desired chemistry, regardless of 

the functionality of the substrate upon which they are deposited. Previous studies have shown how 

these films conformally coat a diverse range of structures and can be functionalized to modify their 

chemistry in a broadly tunable manner. In extending that concept, we deposited LbL films using 

the dip-coat method described previously on topographic substrates. These samples consisted of 

lines and trenches with various spacing in a crosslinked PDMS matrix. The substrates were then 

coated with a film of end-functional P(S-r-MMA)-NH2 with a styrene fraction of 0.57 and 

thermally annealed to provide polymer chain mobility. (We remind the reader that this polymer 

was described in earlier results, where it was used as a non-preferential brush to direct 

perpendicular assembly of a lamellae-forming BCP on a planar substrate.) After rinsing to remove 
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ungrafted polymer, we spin-cast a thin film of P(S-b-MMA) on the substrates and annealed them 

to allow the BCP to flow into the trenches and adopt its preferred orientation. The samples were 

characterized with AFM and the results are shown in Figure 6.9. 

 

Figure 6.9: AFM height (left) and phase (right) images of a BCP film assembled on a LbL-coated 

topographic substrate. The topography of the substrate is preserved after LbL, brush, and BCP 

deposition, but the wetting behavior is modified to direct perpendicular assembly of the BCP 

lamellar domains. 

As can be seen in the figure, the topography of the PDMS substrate is preserved after LbL 

deposition and brush grafting. Even after BCP deposition and anneal, the topography is preserved, 

indicating that the film does not completely fill the trenches, though it may reflow to some extent 

into them. Finally, the most important result is that the BCP domains orient perpendicularly to the 

non-preferential brush within the trenches, indicating that even on these topographic substrates the 

wetting behavior of the surface can be engineered and tuned to be non-preferential through the use 

of conformal LbL films and brushes of controllable composition. 

6.5 Summary and Conclusions 

In summary, we have demonstrated how polymer brushes can graft to layer-by-layer deposited 

functional films. We have also shown that by selection of the composition of the brush chemistry, 
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this technique can be used to control the surface energetics of the final LbL and brush film. The 

‘click’-type grafting reaction is very rapid, and the overall grafting kinetics are dictated by the 

frequency of interaction between complementary brush and LbL functionality, and by extension 

the mobility of the polymer brushes. Sufficient mobility can be achieved by depositing polymer 

brushes from solution or by operating above Tg if depositing brushes from the melt. 

With this approach, we succeeded in directing the self-assembly of a BCP film on a 

topographic surface by tuning its surface energy, but without relying on the substrate’s chemistry. 

Instead, all of the required chemical functionality was provided by the tunable properties of the 

brush grafted to the LbL films. Although in our work we used PDMS – which can be formed into 

a limitless variety of shapes – as our base structural material, this concept is broadly extendable to 

practically any substrate: flexible or rigid, planar or topographic, functional or inert. Furthermore, 

whereas our work has focused on orientational control of lamellar domains in BCP films, this 

approach can be extended to cylinder-forming BCP for membrane or separation applications or 

generalized to any class of self-assembling materials that requires control of surface energetics on 

topographic or flexible substrates. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The contributions outlined in this work towards deepening our understanding of block 

copolymer thermodynamics will continue to have an impact as BCP DSA moves to the full 

commercial integration. As process tolerances tighten, an ever more rigorous evaluation of the 

fundamental science at play will be necessary, and this in a world undergoing a massive paradigm 

shift. Technological advances in data collection, mining, and analysis have opened up a brand new 

field for exploration, allowing even further integration of experimental setup and simulation 

analysis. The novel approach described in Chapter 4 of identifying the fractional alignment of an 

assembled BCP film is limited in its current applicability but can easily be extended to high-

throughput metrology of these systems. This approach provides near-real time feedback on 

qualitative trends of assembly behavior and kinetics even when the system is coarsely aligned, 

allowing evaluation of systems where single-defect metrology tools are impractical or impossible 

to use. 

Similarly, the analysis of root causes of LER in Chapter 5 has identified many important trends 

which are already being used by materials suppliers to target specific performance metrics in their 

manufacturing processes. At the ever-shrinking dimensions of the nanotechnology world, a more 

rigorous analysis of the data, complete with deconvolution of high-, medium-, and low-frequency 

roughness modes and their potentially independent root causes will be necessary. New imaging 

tools and processes currently under development will also enable evaluation of roughness at 

different levels through the BCP film thickness, yielding additional insight into the assembly 

behavior and how LER can be mitigated and reduced. 

Furthermore, with the identification of the role of guide stripe chemistry – both the strength of 

interaction with the directly guided stripe (Chapter 4) and designed interaction with the sidewall 
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chemistry (Chapter 3) – in BCP assembly behavior, a new parameter space has been identified for 

process exploration and optimization. In the world of self-assembling materials, the emphasis has 

primarily been on the materials themselves and less so on the methods used to direct their 

assembly. As we have demonstrated, clever tricks can be employed to achieve a sort of bottom-up 

self-alignment in chemical pattern fabrication, and further creativity will enable yet more complex 

and device-targeted substrate geometries and chemistries. The ongoing partnership with 

theoretically informed simulation experts will be strengthened with our latest experimental results 

showing BCP morphology as a function of chemical pattern geometry and chemistry (Chapter 2), 

enabling more accurate simulations and in turn providing predictive models for advantageous 

experimental – and ultimately commercial – process conditions. The exploration of this nanoworld 

will never be complete, but the steps we have taken will hopefully enable future generations of 

researchers with improved scientific understanding and more successful technological endeavors. 


